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Far-e iii. 
If the T^rapioal Australians of the next few generations 
are to succeed* indeed* if tbi^ are to avoid great 
misery* perhaps* tbe^ r asost know exactly what they ar« 
facing • To let the dream of a l^hite Australia* and 
the dirrelepiMat of a grsat eountvy blind oirselres to 
the facts is s\n*e to paroduee evil*" 
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P R E F A C E . 
Australia as a young and growing nation bas had to face 
the inevitable problSBS of expansion and settl«Bnent. 
In the early days* pioneering blood* urged by the 
neeessity of large holdings in a pastoral industry* forced 
Its wf^ to the outposts of Viot(»*ia and Hew South Wales* and 
later penetrated the wbol9 of Qosensland. As the necessary 
eaqpanslon frcm the south eontimied* tiie tendency was to settle 
more closely in the northern coastal tropics of Queensland* 
where rain^sll was reasonably certain* and transport costs 
relatively low* As history unfolded Itself* populaticm 
beosme denser 1& tb» south«east comer, closer settlement of 
the north eontiaaed, lAiile the population of the centatd and 
zuMrldHeest reoainMi* relatively* the same. 
Repeated effcnrts have made to effect closer settleraant in 
these sorid tropics, while a TThite Australia Policy has been 
stubbondy maintained. ISeanshile ooloured raoes* ovnr-croeded 
ty their teeming milllona* are reputed to look to Ateiaralla 
with etnrlous ^ yes. FoQiv.fifths ef her population* It is true* 
are confined to a meagra strip <^ territory in the sout^b-aast 
ecctremity of the eontlisant* Four»>fifths of bar youtiti are 
being b o m and bred to enjpy comfort and seotirlty of life in 
a congenisa. cllsiate with Its certain rainfall. The plGseerlag 
q ^ l t would seem to be lost...... 
• •....Bat what of the ^ t e 
of those few thousasds eho followed the ploae«rs Into an tmknonx 
taropie* presvpposlzig no specific tropical disadvantages* and 
living with a total disregsrd of tropieal l^^ene ? ••••• 
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Time and agpdn the question is raised 
"CAH an in-
-digsnous white race effectively and successfully adapt 
itself to l^e eonditlons prevalent in the tropieal regions 
of Australia - and store fttrticularly the sparsely settled 
arid tropics - without loss* both physically and mentally* 
to the standaord of the raee?** 
The problest has searoely been attacked in regsrd to 
the rainy coastal troplos* and in the western arid tropics, 
prior to the work racorded in a joint report not yet 
pobliiSied* nothing has been deoae 
"The area is Isrgff* conspleuous* and virtually eiqrty. 
It is held tmdar a ^ Thite Australia Policy which is as tar 
as possible an exclusive Britisli-Australian policy also. 
Tb& Endeavour is made to confine thm world's use of the 
resources of an entire continent to sudb of thoa as will 
provlda a {rivileged group with a st^ >«rlor standard of 
comf<»rt* But in the prasent Emptor of the world th* 
toleruiee of sud^ vested interests is impossible. One or 
more of the xBllltant hsve-aot imtlons may bsifore Xoi% 
break dom that monopoly. We must «lther Justify it or 
lose it* and we asist jiitttlfy it to Kvold tfai ImdliKtioa 
of loss* with its dirt ^ nreat of the prestige and future 
of the mel0 egq^b^"-^ 
As y«t* despite thsir ever-inersasini; problen* 
ooloured raees htve not invaded our oountiy. A propos* 
Japan* few know that as early as 1876 the South Aostraliiii 
Govmrmaent offer«d to Jspaa full eltisen rights <- Japanese 
and Australiaz^ and free psjtseges tar the first 200* If ^ te 
2 
would settle the Bbrtbem Territory* She chose rat^ bir to 
seek an outlet by her oen interoil rs-ergmiiatian eat 
rsdistrlbutlon of indiuirtry* and now ii|>pears to be atlMapti:^ 
to aeqoire now territory en the idjaeenb eontlnasit. 
Australia is s t i l l her own mistress* But she Is 
SMarally bound to Justlf^f her poUegr and util ise to the full 
possibllitiM tor «erp«Bslost And daveloptasnt in her ^ropioftl 
It i s surely of forJmary and of parsoouat laportiQieii 
to know whether or not in the proeess* her triiitd rftoe 1« 
deterlOTating tasder the slaringmit cHjoatio conditions cf an 
1. Brlglen and Williams. Report for Internaticml Congress,Sydney, 
2. "Attstraliaa And The Far Bast" July, 1938. 
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arid tr«^ioal land. I t i s the <^ty of the nation to have 
a eate for those of her gallant sons who are holding the 
outposts of tlw continent and {nroviding the Justlfleatlcm 
ef her zHitlonsl polioy. 
For the f i r s t atteapt effectively to define the problem 
from the standpoint ef health and culture* thanks are due to 
the pioaaesring efforts and research of Dr. C.V.Watson Broen* 
M.B.* CE.1I** of Ixmgreaoh* Central Queensland. After long 
residence in this centre with a realisation of the great 
national interests at stake* Dr. Brtnm Initiated scxoe 
preliminary raseareh amox^  sehool ohlldrsn during the Sonner 
19S1<-S2. His object was to stimulate further selentlf le 
research ty mm iarained and qualified to earry out tlss work. 
FeUowing the prslimlnary Inrsstlgation a paper was read 
to tbM Institute tor E&tieatlonal Research* Q* In 193^. 
33ie outcome was a survey over a period of four yemra* 
happily entarustod to the pioamtr of th0 movenent. 
The resMureh was amde possible ty s u ^ distingulidbed 
and itefwsi^ted men as Scm. Geo. Pollock* M.L.A.* the late 
Mr. B. lioEsBina* ttum Director of Edueatioa* Q.* and 
Mr* J. Morris* then Principal of the Teachers* Tralniz^ 
Cell^Se* Q** a l l of shorn urged that a j^ rant be made by the 
Ausibraliaa Coanell for Sduoatlonsl Researdb« to earry out 
the worle 
This Council asde a grant for ressar^ la t2» OtaAaml 
West* On the oonqpletiim of this survey* i t was f e l t that 
the report should embrace the area west of the (^ r«at 
Dividing Wu^0 and botmdtd by the Gulf of C^urpentaria* the 
tropie of Oiprlcom* and the Brarthnm Territory b<»nder* .About 
this time Dr. Eippi^* President ta the C^onegie Corporation 
ef Amnrica* visited Qoeenslaad. Bs supported th» Idea* and 
rseoBBaended a furtbtr dlreet fprant to enable the extra 
-iMrritQaFy to be Inc^nisd In -Uie sconrsy* 
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The Ceisieil for the Carasgis Corporation bas sinee 
made available this further dlrset grant* which has asde 
It possible to sulmit a much more coqpraheaslve contribution 
than was previously intended* 
It has been the writer's prlvUegs to oo-eperat« with 
Dr. Bnsm during the latter teo years of this wide research* 
whi(^ includes this present thesis 
(a) In the field work it was his duty 
(1) to earry out further tests relating to General 
(11) to make a siurvey of housing conditions in 
hoagrmMfhm 
(b) In ti>e of f i4M it was his task to carry out joint-
research in the preparation of <^ta eoneanalzig 
Geograjdaical* Elstori^itl* Climatic and 8oelologle&l 
factors qp«ratlve In the area tmdn* survey* 
(e) In the •proSxtetion. of the roport in tb« entire work 
he acted as statist* bioaetrielidei* Jolnt-caaopiler 
azid editor* being entirely responsible tcr tiie section 
relating to genexal IntelligeeM* and oultura* 
ICOPE OP WIDER JOIHT-SURVET. 
The wider tropical svrrsy atsntloned includes 
ge^praphieaX* historical* climatic and sociological factors 
as a bi«k. ground to tbm more acotira'to seientlfle w<»rk. The 
research Itself coverst* 
A. (a) Pnrs(»aUy stiqpsrvieed aeteorolc^ieai data* 
(b; Fhysieal measuremsatst weights* heights* s l t t i i^ 
hei|[^t* ehest circtSBfionenBe. 
(e) Fhyslologleal n^ords: blood pressure* clinical 
tsaperattnref blood countsi and in females the 
wnrm^ age of mmstnmtlon* 
B* Dally Dietary. 
C* G«Dsral IntoHigSDMi* 
The detailed survey has been restrleted entirety to 
ehild:ren of the «Bhool ags* The results of this survey have 
berai at the disposal c^  t l» writer during tiie period of final 
pr^aratlon ef his ThesSa. 
If *at timet lii* statemanti eone«ming the childr«ii of 
the Inland tr^ les eessi dogmatic he wish^ to raf «r the readM> 
to the report on tiie wider si^ rvey for the concrete fiaots on 
idilch his statements are based* 
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IHTRODUCTIOK* 
Australiaa Bational Policy has imiversally aoclaimed 
a White Anstralia* To th i s end a considwrable smousst of 
l i terature of varying merit i s acoxmwlating on the question 
of ^oser white settlement In the arid t s ^ l o a l areas. So 
far* however* the problem bas been attasked* seisntif leal ly , 
almost pcarely from the stazidpolnt of the carryli^ etpaelty 
of the country* Its rainfall* soils* grasses e tc . - the 
material and eeonceiio stsaadpolste. 
Prom the national stamdpolnt l i t t l e or no attention has 
been paid to the fafae of the people who have alrsady settled 
in the area • people w ^ ssay be b i^ylng a Tmite Acstralla at 
the cost dT health* eharacter and otdture. 
Im their prestnt state c^ occupation our "ymet spaees" 
present i^is as the problem of f irst and vital iaportamoa* 
And i f closffiT settlement eatn* in the future^ be effected* the 
problea only beoomee more iirgsnt. 
The eentral trtiplcal plateau <^  Australia i s miique in 
that i t i s the only area in the world with Its type of 
el laatie eoxditioiui where a white raee i s at present sSiolly-
responsible for a l l types of labour* TMs eapnriaent In 
tropieal MttKttanxt im s t i l l in i t s iatmaoj, and vap to the 
poresesb the Australians Sippear to be aakiz^ an m^iaralleled 
success lit thslr aiehisrviBMint* but in anothercaii^ury or so 
thera w^ be a diff«*ent tftle to t a l l . 
Sestf S0*000 people* 
"x:>^Km when the sias shines vertioalty 
at Mrtala season* are doing a l l the work of l i f e with their 
hands* The men work in the f ie lds*.••*••• and nnong the 
eattla and sheep*....but their l^alth does not appear to 
suffer. The woaen work in intolerably lu>t kitobens* among 
emanas of pectif«rous f l ies* and in rooms idiere the biasing 
sua oen the muselled roof Joins with the kitchen f ire to 
T^ Commoxmrealth Statistician* 1937. 
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produce an apalling tsaperature. Yet their deathrate is 
piiWKaMaally low and they give birth to unusually healthy 
ehildrea* la fiuit the death rate in tropical Australia 
KDong all classes of the population is one of tho Icsrest 
in the world.**.. 
But what they want is the taruth. 
I am perhaps* as keen as they for a White Australia^ not oxay 
do I want to see sgr onm race show its ability to conquer every 
kind of envir^DDoeat* but I am extraoiely anxious to sea a 
conclusive tropical eaperiment on a large scale. I want to 
know beyond question whether white men can live permanently 
in a tropic«l country* o<»iquer the diseases, and make prt^rees 
without the help or hindrance of any coloured race. Tropical 
Australia affords by far the greatest opportunity for such 
an experime^st. It is pftouliarly free from tropical diseases* 
and tiiere seoas to be no c^ od resA^n why it i&ould fall to be 
kspt freei its ooloured inhabitants are few in sambmt and 
xBOst of them bel ^x^ to the aboriginal Australian raoe which 
—eta to be dying out and which Is quite easily kept separate 
frc»B the whitesf and it is tsidar a goverxaaenat whieh is 
disposed to do everything possible to make -t^ie esqieriment a 
success* I would give a good deal to be able to see iriiat kind 
of people live in ^ ropi<«l Australia isaro hundred ^ears henee. 
But if the tropical Atistraliaas of the next few generatlmas are 
to succeed* indeed^ If they are to avoid great misery* perhaps* 
-^ey must know exaetly where they are facing. To let the 
dream of a White Australia and tho devel<^sa0nt of a great . 
ooimtcy blind ourselves to t}w facts is sure to produce evil.** 
The expsrimmt then is still In its Infaao^* And to all 
outeard appearances it is suooessful* The world at large forms 
a gallery of litally interested and expwitant iQ>eetator8 who* 
with some reason* it is tyue* are awaiting the outooa^ a of this 
m i ^ K ea^eriment. It wui felt that the time W«LS now 
o^ pporUaam to make a close azid detailed eclentif Ic Iznrestli^tlaa 
ef fasts which do not appear on the sur^aee. 
THS PROBr.ay. 
The problem of the fate of the White Ra^ in the Inland 
Tropics of Queezwland must be attacked at the outset along 
tiiree eleorly defined l ines of denaz^oatloa. v i s . , 
( i ) The ptyalque ef the inhabitants. 
(11) The p l ^ l ^ o g l c a l aspect* 
( i l l ) The Biental and cultural utpeet* 
In Inroad outlines* the stu<^ of these three tmBtom wi l l 
give ezpreasltm to tbs degree of success with which the white 
race has conquered the olijaate xcp to the present* and to the 
potentialities for pexTsanent habitation in this ^ropi(»l region. 
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These three factors are so closely related that one 
eannot be studied without taking cognisance of the other two* 
and BO single factor can be abetraeted from the vhole. 
igiain,the degree of promlsnaee whioh any one factor 
should obtain depends inevitably on the facts revealed ty the 
other two 
If climate ]|j»r ee denies to the white raee the 
possibility of maintaining its physiqiMi* the physlologieal 
and cultiiral aspects do not arise. 
If* on tho other band, it can be proven that the 
physique is not deteriorating over the generations* tho onnc 
of the {nroblem moves to the physiological aspect. If the 
ptysique is good*.are the inhabitants active and virile* or d 
does lethargy appear* and general fitnass and vitality 
diadaish? Clifimite ]ger ee ceases to inteirest us, and is 
replaead ty the soclelogicali, dietetic,and psychological 
effect of the climate on the faoman habitat. 
This at once throws into relief ths fiwtor whieh gives 
(opresjion in perhaps the most telling -m^ to tl^ success 
with which the inhabitants are adapting themselves to the 
climate.....•• What effect are living conditions and climate 
exeroieing over the general ability and culture of the white 
ra^7 X ^  
Before any of the foregoing factors can be studied or 
discussed, it is necessary to gain a general idea of the 
nature of the country* the history of its settlemait, its 
climate, and the living conditions of its population. 
This thesis will therefore he arranged in 1 ^ following 
Book X. A study of the geographical* histori<m4*and 
climatlo factors. 
Book H * A discussion of the physical, physiological, 
eeoiologleal and dietetic factors disclosed in 
the wider research mentioned in the Preface* 
Plage xr. 
B Book i n * A stat ist ical lumlysis and dlsc\isslon 
of tlie genei-al and ^eoia l intelligenoe 
tests carried out. 
Book IV. Generel Review and General Thesis* 
Book V. Reoamtamdations and Suggestions. 
THE GEliEEAL IFXEaLLIGEHCE STJEVBT. 
BIBET^SIMOM SCALS. 
This series of tests was applied in the 
Central ir/est only* The excessive cost of the field o 
work entailed in indivldtially testing the children made 
this restriction aseeSiHury. One thousand children were 
examined* within the age limits 4^ - 15| years. 
GEHEEM. TEST **E« ) 
TESTS FOR CLHRICiL VfOBKERS ) S\?jplled ty the Australian 
BI-ilOU-ilOTOR CO-ORDIMTIOK TESTS ) Inst i tute For Industrial 
P^^ehology • 
Af/proximat&Jj four htmdired ohildrea were 
tested in various Schools representative of the area 
shown in the map <m pege • The age lisilts were 
from 12 • 15 years inclusive. 
Approodmately two thousands miles were travelled ty <mr 
and iarala* and fl^iproximately 1*800 houre hare been spent 
in the ^ eld* <m blKliogrephioal research and In 
compiling the Joint-4-eport* and this thesis. 
B O O S I. 
DESCRIPTIVE — FACTUAL. 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
HTSTORICAL 
CLIMATIC 
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GEOGRAPHICAL. 
FBEAHBLE 
Tto aord "troplM" at once (wnjaree up la tbs mind of 
tha tmiaitiated t eaooupticm. at toenrlly tlnibered country* 
replete with tropieal JMgle and deaeo tmdei'growth -> a hot 
fetid ^ i sa te* harbouring malaria and kindred dlMMSses* i t s 
iafaabitani;* ooB^rlelng a few Europeikat as the masters cf 
i t s laStnitety* aad a viuft a n l t l t o ^ cf colour«d people 
performing i t s aamtal t o i l . . . • . • • . * 
All this i s foreign to this f ie ld of survey. I t deals 
with aaothffir trople • a laad of seeepl^g pUdi»* aa arid 
region of alz«tii aad loag dusty roads* tmlqus l a i t s climate 
aad i t s type of populstiim. Noehere else la the world i s 
thare found such a mnnitry with a similar climate inhabited 
ty a white raoe entirely unassisted by an indigenous coloured 
pi^>le. 
I t deals* in tHiort, with a strip of Qxieensliad west of 
the Great Dividing Baxige and north <^  the Tropic of Cajnrleoziu 
DliiCRllmOH 
The area Is a vaat table-land* reaohing weateard to the 
Ceutyal Anstntlian Dsmort* aad aortfaaard to the Gulf of 
Carpentaria* Intersected ty msay saady rlvare with l i t t l e or 
ao panaBaaexrt surfaee watar, and studded with Isolated ^ron^ 
of low aountaiaa* 
Th» ifbolo area forme part of the Qreat Aastrallaa Arteslea 
Sasla* axid water eaa be dbtalned at varying levels praetleally 
P*tge 2* 
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anywhere. Artesian Bores hacve been known to yield up to one 
and a half million gsllons per day* and flow in "horo drains" 
up to fifty miles in several direotlons. Exeept in some of 
the northern districts, it is excellent stock water, but its 
domestic utility varies according to its local mineral content. 
Withovrt this reservoir of permanent water, continued 
closer settlsment would be well«>ttigh impossible* 
SUB»DIVISIOMS. 
The area is naturally divided into three main basins 
ty the watersheds «» the Great Dividing Range aad the Icnr 
laouataia eyetans* vlst 
(i) The Great Divldlag Raage 
(ii) A spur* beginning east of Baghendeai* and linking 
with the Selwya Raage. 
(iH) A spor rtnming south from Hag^Mnden* to the Tolly^ 
VergeBK»t Renge* 
The ttoee basins so formed aret* 
(a) The ThoBtsoa * Barcoo Rlvwrs Basin 
(b) The Dlamaatlna - Geerglna Rivers Basin 
(e) Ths Flindmre * Lelchhardt Rivers Basin 
(a) THE THOMSOH » BARCOO RIVERS BASIS 
This triangular basin is the most fertile seetl<m of the 
Western Tropieal Plateau. It is boiuaded on the east ty the 
(Sreat Dividing Range* on the west ty a low range of hills 
including the Tully^Vergsmont Range* and on the north by the 
Selwyap*Baghendea Sparm 
That average height above sea->level is 700 feet* and the 
avwrage basin gradient to the south-west is one foot in three 
miles. For the past 45 years the average rainfall has been 18 
iaehes* Takiag less thaa one inch per month as "dry"* the 
rain falls mostly in the hot stomier months* the wlntM> months 
eold and dry* 
The area is drained ty teo rivers * the Thamsoa and the 
Barsoo irtiich anrge into Cooper*B Creek Just «bar«4 Wiadorah. 
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The tern "rivar covers a series of more or less parallel 
atreems* eoaaeeted la billabong fashicm. In flood times 
these beoone one wide rushing streem* aad as the dry season 
advaaees thsy resolve into a series of water»holes. The 
vary nature of these streams oakes water conservation on 
a large scale Saqpraetieable* and seepage is tmeodous, 
to say nothing cf evaporatiea* This is not aa imsurmount-
aide drairback owing to the reasonable accessibility of 
artesian or sub-artsesiwii water* 
While there Mens to be ao elearly defined sonss of 
tinbor or grass»laad* fickle aatcore has interspersed 
opea»ti2c33ered belts with rolliz^ downs covered yA\3x rich 
Mt^aell aad Flindeom grass* These grasses are reoognleed 
as ttaong the best ^leep fodder in the world* 
T ^ tiiabsr oooivisee Bcree (acacia species)* Gidyea 
(acacia species )* ^ teeies of aeacla* and "dead finish" 
( basiltica )* ^ * ^ Ifalga ( acacia aneura ) on the lowsr 
reaehee aad Colibahv ( ^i^riSeca ^ ^ * ^ watsrcourees. 
The timber Is pn^tieally useless for building (exei^ Gidyea 
for house stun^)* but is eatoellent drought fodder* ead is 
anethar of aaturefs snergenegr measures against drought and the 
giving out of natural grass fotids. 
The reglca is aaturally pastoral couixtry* and leads itself 
ideally to sheep ^nuilng* Thou(^ drought is in some decree 
^i^towal ooMltlon* the very dryness hel^ Mi to prodnoe a very 
fine elass of msrijto wool* The carrying eepaelty tar sheep is 
oaa aa average one sheep to three acres* A selection of the 
ab«>lute minliBim of 25*000 - S0*000 acres is thsrefore 
aeoesMry to exuture t}» continaed eeourity of living for the 
SMVt'age eettler. 
{%) D I A H A B T I H A ^ G M G I M RIVERS BASIS 
Passing wiMrfaward into the Disoaantlaa • GMrglna Basin 
there la lees timbered eouairy* It is open treeless dovns of 
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a poorer elaas* with low undulating ridges covered with 
small gidyea stones* The grass i s coarser* and the water 
lees persMaent aad lees avealy distributed. Its carrying 
eepaelty for sheep i s approximately one sheep to seven - tea 
affires. Abseaee of transport faei l l t les* and long stages 
beteeen water* however* 'together with poorer grass make the 
oountey much acre suited to cattle than to sheep, pax^ioularly 
on the western frontiers. Droving of she^ is extremely 
hasttrdous and in tine of drought altogether lapossible. Tbs 
rainfall varies froa 12 to 15 laches. Surface evaporatloa of 
aatm* is great* and at nreodaagl i s estimated at 1(X) Inches 
psr aataau'^  
(e) FLIHDER&AEICHHARDT RIVERS BASIF. 
This basia blopee gently nprtfasard from Bu^ bsraden in the 
east at 1074 feet* Mt. Isa in the eentm at 1*000 feet aad 
CttsoGSPeal in ti» west at 7SB feet* to sea-level on the Gulf 
eoastline* The area h6xmtlt» a l i t t l e from the monsoonal 
disturbances* i t s «v«rage rainfall reaching 18 iaehes* Its 
westora section le sot so f er t i l e as the eastnrn doims. 
1%e Ec^ ukodttx • 'BicimxaA SMtion of -Uie plateau i s opea 
rol l l% dovns wil^ a similar grass standard and carryiQg 
eapaeity for shee^ as that of the Thomscm « Barcoo Rlvwni 
Basia. The Mt. Isa •«• Claismxrry «90tion i s rtmge country ^ i c h 
gradtmlly aargsa westeerd to the ox^a dcnncis of the Barkly 
Tatdeland* BUttlsg northMurd to UkS Gulf i s more heavlty 
timbered coontry* suitable f<n* eattle-«aising only* 
This lurea cooiprises teo miaMral belts which rank amcnag 
i t e lax^gest in iA» world. The Cloneuny district i s ri<^ in 
ec^P«r* thot;!^ this has sot been worked to ai^ appreciable 
eocteat In raemt yean oelng to a fa l l la the prloe of copper* 
tbs sllverwlefed deposits* hoewver* at Mt* lea are being 
eactensively woz^ sed by the latest mlnizi^ e^lpment* and the 
ovEtyot taods to iaprove year by yaar* 
F.R.G.S. 
1 . Rural Qffioer* Qld. Bureau of Industry* Ur* Wynne Willlsms 
HISTORICAL 
SETTLEMEHT* 
Homan settlorasnt depends largely on the topograpty of the 
cotmtry in question* its rainfall* and natural resources -
the distribution of its vegetation and the presence of 
permanent surface water* 
The natural resources of the south-eastern and coastal 
regions of Qneenslazid soon attracted settlers* azid expansicm 
followed rapidly after Qxley had recQBssended the site* and 
Brisbane was bom in 1824* 
Alan Cunningham discovered the Darling Downs in 1827 
aad found an overland roxzte from the metropolis throu^ 
Cunningham*s Gap in 1838* The Rockhampton hinterland was 
discovnred by Dr* Ludwig Lelchhardt in 1844-45 and the 
toenship was bom in 1855* Bowen beosme a port in 1861 
and ty 1863 Toensville had come into being* In the 
following year Biarketoim originated as a Land Ccsapsny 
Settlement under the leadership of J. G. Macdonald, shortly 
after the search was made for the eaqilorers Burke and Wills* 
The first real oxplorors of this land were T^* Landsborou^ 
and Ge<a*ge Phillips in 1867* when Normanton was establi^ed* 
and ty 1868 it had conpletely overshadowed Burketosn* 
Usanvhile Sir Thomas Mitchell had* as early as 1846, 
ea^lored the cMitral southnrest and carried ^owixig reports 
back to the soxrUi* And ty 1861 Queensland had been 
peaetrated aloag the iarall of Bxirks and Wills ty Joha 
Costello. 
la 1869 Queaosland became a separate State. 
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From all the points of exploratory settlement men 
were attracted ty the natxiral resources of the tropics 
and sub-^rqplcs of Westam Queensland* In the early sixties 
pioneers peaetrated the land inland from Rockhampton and 
3oeen on the eoast* northsards from the south and south-
west and overland from Bnrketoen in the north, taking up 
vast tracts of ooisitry and stock ng them with cattle. 
niese were soon followed ty the land-hungry and snaller 
areas were selected and stocked* 
la the waks of these seleetors came the teamsters* 
earriers and drovws* together with the others necessary 
to carry oa the o&ttle industry and supply the necessities 
of life* 
The meeting and stopping places of these 'travellers 
were mostly near peznanent wateor-holes. Qmre a "grog" 
shanty would appear* followed ty a email store axd blacksmith's 
shack* and a few tin huts. So in time a gelvanised iron 
toenship would appear. And as such many of the hamlets 
remain today. 
Railwagni gradually penetrated the country* axsd the 
periodical tenaini of -t^ iese becnme larger centres of 
population ehi<^ have today become the main centres of the 
pastoral indiurtry* 
la 1861* John Costello* following the trail of Burke 
and Wills* brought his family to the south-western comer of 
Queensland. Bsre he selected and stocked large areas of 
country* %M, ever restless* moved further nort^ aai west 
into the Northern Territory. In 1863 William Laadsborough 
and George Phillips passed throu^ Hughendmsi from the coast* 
and Ernest Henry stoo]<^ Bu^imadea Statloa. 1864 Taroug^ t 
Hayes to Richmond Downs and in 1865 RobMt Gray took over 
Bighenden. Robert Christlstm csme inland from Bowen la 1866 
and followef the eocaople of Costello* in the Bughendea district* 
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Henry latwr followed in the waks of Landsborou^ and 
foiinded the cattle Industry at Clonourry* and here he 
discovmred coppmr. Later Kennedy moved westward to 
Clcaieurry and the Lelchhardt River. 
Settlement of the Cmtral West originally came from 
the aoz^. la the later sixties Bowen Downs was selected 
and stocked and in 1871 Edkins rode overland from Biu*keto»n 
and stocked Mt* Comiidi in the Muttaburra district (then 
known as Jlraoac). 
Plone«rs la all districts were followed ty iwttlers* 
(idu> presupposed ao tropical disadvantages as regerds mode 
of life), and ty 1890 praetleally the whole area was 
selected and stocked* 
Large pastoral companies took jxp vast areas and 
introduced Merino Sheep to r^laee cattle. The ^ e ^ 
indturtrx brought immediate prosperity to the districts and 
ty 1886 the Central Rallveay had reached Barcaldine* where 
a township of 2,000 ix^bitants was subseqiiently established* 
In 1892 the line was extended to Lo2igreaeh* which still 
remains the Western Mail terminus* 
With a growing pastoral industry the problem of water 
for sheep almost threatened to destroy it* but this was 
happily overcome ty the discovery at the Great Artesian 
Basia la 1887* ty 1932 th«re were 1424 registered flowiag 
bores* and 1910 sub-«rtesian bores watering 35*000*000 acres 
ty 19*000 aiiles of bore drains* with a dally aggregate eupply 
of 279*000*000 gallone* 
la 1928 Loni^ reaoh wae linked ty rail to Wintoa which 
already had a ccmnectioa with the northern line at Hugjlnndea* 
LoQgl^ Baeh as the tenaiaus of the oentyal llzie sooa 
beeame the business centre of a large pastoral area at the 
eaqMase of Baroaldine. The township grew rapidly until 
today it stands the metropolis of pastoral Australia* with 
a population of above 4*600* reasonable living conditions 
1. "The Queen State"* Qld* Official Publication, 1953. 
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(as these go)* its own Wireless Station and Airport* and 
is the only town in Australia with a reticulated hot and 
eold water siq^ pty* The firm of QANTAS originated there and 
pi<aieered civil aviation in Australia* 
la the aorth the railway reached Hu^ienden in 1887 
when the town was declared a municipality* It rapidly 
developed Into a eaatre of importance with a population of 
2*200 aad Improved facilities for reasonable livii^ conditions< 
Copper mining operations at Clonotarry disclosed it as one 
of HM largest ore belts In the wcarld* and Hie railwey 
reached t le field in 1908* (being extended to Duchess in 
1912)** The iq»ortanee of Cloacurry soon overshadowed that 
of the smaller towns as did Barcaldine* Longreach and 
Big^nden. 
The origin of all these tcmurhlps* however* was the 
aime* TUsaj sis^ pty appeared* as convenient canping or 
stopping places* tiiou^ some were later glorified ty mining 
or as railway termini and outlets for the industry* Housing 
and living oonditl<nis were* accordingty* temporary* and In 
the complete absenoe of may suitable building timber* the 
huts were built of mud* g^vanised ircm or tia. 
With one notable exeeptl<m* the proposed temporary 
nature of buildings in general still persists* and in this 
appears to be part and parcel of the psychological nature 
cf therlnhabl^urbs and floating population* 
I n 1924 a more wide awake traveller came upon a 
kaagaroo shooters * csnp ndiere men were mouldlzig for bullets 
metal found oa a aearty hillside. It was found to be 
silver^lead • aad the site* Mt. Isa* now ranks w i ^ the 
largest silver-lead deposits in the world. The railwey was 
extended there i^ rom the district mine Duchess in 1929. 
At Mt. lea two distinct towzahips aggregating 4*500 
people have grown vp side ty side* separated only ty a creek. 
Aige 10* 
One is built on the happy»go«»luoty western galvanized iron 
basis* with all 'ferees out down* azid is typical of western 
haalete* The other is a well built and planned tygienlo 
settlsment* belonging to the Mt. Isa Mines Ltd. and has 
all the aoenlties of a modem city. This will be referred 
te in a later chapter. 
Cloneurry aa a xaining field collapsed owing to the 
fell in the prlee of copper* but* originally a pastoral 
eentre* it reverted to Its fomnr Industry* glorified ty 
a railway idiich provided the easiest outlet for the sub-
gulf cattle Indviefery. Owing to this* and the failure of 
the cattle industry in the Imnediate district* Bbrmaaton* 
the town of five banks and three newspapers, was coBq>letely 
over-shadowed, and dwindled to an isolated hssdet with a 
population of 250 and a consequent lowering of living 
c(»iditlons. 
la seventy years this vast uaused tropical plateau 
has deval<^ >ed into one of the largest pastoz«l az'eaLs la the 
world. Hm^e grace millions of sheep* and many cattle and 
iMrsea* And Bdning IndvLStrles of amjor importaaoe hava 
developed. 
POPDLATIOH. 
The population of the area under review is estimated at 
S0*000*^ With a sllj^t fficoeptlon in the Mt.Isa arMH* it is 
essentially British in orlgla. Approximately 4^ irould be 
foreign nationality aad most of these are ahltes. la the 
aorthera eeetor some Australiaa Aboriginals eodst* while 
la the southMra seetioa the Ab^rlglaal elemeat is extlact. 
PraetlMdly speakiag* thea* the foreign element is aegliglble 
and the area may be considered to be wholly populated* not 
ty a white raee* but ty a British ons. 
The development of the industries ty this race which 
prevupposed no speeif lo tropical disadvantages* has tskea 
1* Commoawealth Statistloiaa, Figxare for 31/12/35. 
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pre-emiaenoe over any thou^it for the provisloa of 
suitable llviag conditions, and the auxiliary poptilation 
is distribirt^ ed among aosia half dosen toins and numerous 
hsalets, where, at this stage* little pz^ ovislon of even 
a teBf>orary nature has been zoade to ooxab^ t any disastrous 
affects Ox a "stringenf tropical climate. 
SEX-ANALYSIS OF POPULATIOH. 
The following sex-analysis of the population has been 
inrepared ty courtesy of the Chief Statistical Officer* 
Government Statistician's (^ flce* Brlsbaas. The Central 
Western Division cMToaches oa area outside this survey 
px'opw* aad also confcalas some of the larger towas* vis*, 
Longreach* Barcaldine* Blackall, Qaerald* Sprlagsure* aad 
Tanibo* Otherwise t^ three areas practically coincide wit^ 
the muihaded portion of the map op.page 4 • 
Figures Fear Census* 1933, For Both Charts. 
Males per 100 Morth Far Central Total 
FSsMles in each Western Western Western 3 Western 
grotq?. Division Division Division Divisions 
Ihider 15 years .. 104.2 106.8 105.6 105.2 
1 6 - 4 4 years .• 
45 azid over . • 
Al l ages *. 
166.7 
265.6 
159*6 
168.3 
243.9 
160*9 
122.7 
171.1 
125.4 
143.2 
208.4 
141.0 
It is iatereeting to ccoqpsre the drift of the female 
population with that cf tkn following tropieal analysis t-
Males per 100 Tropics Sub-Tropics T;hole State 
fflJPifj-r. .. "ik.! « ^ i loSf-
15 • 44 ^ s r s 
46 ead ovar 
All ages 
. . 
• . 
* . 
153,0 
158.0 
128*2 
105*2 
109.7 
105.0 
110*5 
119.0 
U 0 . 4 
CLBIATB. 
Before i^roaohing the study of climatic conditions that 
have been termed striagsnt It is well to UBderstand the 
coanotatlon of the word "cliBuite". 
Climate is the general character of the seasons as eiqpressed 
in averages* over a period of years* of data recorded fnaa day 
to day in meteorological stations. 
Weathnr Is the eapression of meteorologleal changes over a 
short pexdod* or even aror one day* Climate therefore embraces 
weal^wr* and it is to weather that we turn to Interpret the 
effects of the climates statistically the same* It is important* 
for exsiflple* to know if an average rainfall of 20 inches under 
the heading "climate" is distributed as "weather" ovw the 
iriiole year* only in suamer only in winter. 
The SUM) applies to averages of tenpwature, relative 
hualdity and wind velocity. 
It is also iaportant to know the range of t«Bq)«ratiure over 
one diy. Two climates may each have aa avera^ daily 
temperature of 70 degrees* But while la one the range is say 6S 
degrees to 75 d^;rees on the otixor it may be 50 degrees to 90 
decrees. Ons temperature range is mild, the other severe* and 
the effects totally different. 
This in general gives an idea of the factors invdved in ^AM 
lateri^retation of the direct effmit of climate on the huBma 
habitat.. 
But there are other* but ty ao means less important* 
iadirset effects of climate. As Euatington sayst-^ 
1. "Civllisatloa Aad Climate" 
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«CXiB»t8 i« fimSmmrAeJL. lay reason of Its 
•Itftl influon«o apon the qxaarfity and quality, not only of aaa's 
food, but of most of his other resoarees; it plays a lar^ pert 
in doterminiag i^ ie distribution oM virulence of the pax^isites 
which &kvaie the majority of diseases; and throu^ its effects 
upon huaas oeo^atioat, modes of life and habits, it is one of 
the xsain determinants of culture •" 
This will be dealt with more fully in a, lateir chapter* 
The climate of the area outlined in the last two chapters 
may be divided into two definite and clearly defined periods « 
sxaais»r and winter* The area knows no axrtumn or spring* The 
suaB&er tisimlly bi^ns in la'te October, reaching its sseaith in 
t^ nauary «• f^ ibniary, and continuing to the middle of April* The 
winter is most extreme in July* 
EaisflBLll of aa^ ooiisequenc© (i*e* aver one inch per monl^) 
is cozifinsd almost entirely to the suEomsr moc^ hiSi, ishe winters 
being cold and dxy* BvmasT rain follows the hottest months emd 
is l^e result of northern monsoonal distxirbanees. Winter m i n 
comes only in the fcaa of oecaslomH nhctrera and is the result 
of inland or sou^^bem disturlttnees* 
T ^ ar«»L is oharaeterised by a ccsnplete absence of aay 
factors coMucive to regular rainfall and unless (0utaid« 
distmrlmnces ax« great enough, rain does zu3t fall, and the 
long periods of smrBre drought are «Kiq^ erieneed, e*g« the ten 
years period 192©-!935. 
An appreciable amount of dust is present in the air as 
a noyum,! condition, and dust storms »Te of fihequent oooxnrrenoe* 
SHADE TEHPSRATLTtES. 
(Post Office Reeordg.) 
The paucity of detailed meteorological data, published has 
made it necessary to prepare special charts to illustrai^ the 
recordings of shade t«anperatiares» Thrrau^ Idxe coxartesy of Post 
Office Officials it has been possible to jarepare two ftiirly 
comprehensive charts for Longreaoh* These charts apply with 
slight vaz*iation8 to the area of the survey. Chart I. illvistrates 
as  
' • s  a  a : ^ ^ i 3 " o t  a  
z  1  a  H E ; ^ : " " ^ ? ' ^ ^  
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the average macimm and mlnlimim rettordiags for the teai yews* 
period 192&-19M. 
I t wil l be seen that the hottest month, January, has an 
averagr TitftTlwnm tempea>ature of 100 degrees, nxd an a?irerage 
iBBxiatmi tcsaperatiare of 73.6 degrees. The average daily range i s 
27*1 degrees* 
The coolest month, July, has an average maxiiatan average 
of 75*6 degrees, and an averagei m^ oimKOa of 43.7 deiprees, the 
sv«rag» daily range being 29»9 degrees* 
There i s a diff ez^noe in aveers-ge nax5mum tOEop^atures of 
27»1 decrees aid a differezice in average miniiatai teEE|>eratures 
of 29*9 d%:rees* The red l ines indicate t ropical coastal records* 
Chart I I . hBiS been pr^ariwl tgr taking the tare hourly 
teiQ)erati2re8 for the four main summer months 1935-36 from the 
Thermograph Drum a t the Longr^ch Post Office* I t illuatx%tes 
fpc^hically the r i s e and fa l l of ten^earatxire for aa a?rerags 
sUDSoer day« This stmaer happened to be a mild one, which fac t 
does not matter, the object being to depict the long dunitlon of 
the hot period of Idbe day. 
The temperature i s lowest a t 6 a.m.. I t r i ses zmpidly and 
uniformly at the rate of i^roximately 3*5 degrees per hour 
to 10 a.m. and approxi3a«i»ly 1.5 degrees per hour thence to idie 
peak hour l^stween S p*m* sad 4 p*BU I t then drops slowly 1 
degree per hour t o 6 p.m*» 2.5 deg;rees per hour thense to 10 p*m. 
aad 1.5 degrees per hoior thence to the miniBnaw a t 6 a*m.. 
This chart deserves very e a r f u l s t u ^ . Part icularly w i l l 
i t be noticed tha t fim tsaperature a t 6 ^.m. i s s l ight ly above 
tha t of ^ d d ^ , end tha t the 8 p*m» temperature i s approximately 
the same as that a t 10 o'clock in the Btoming* There i s 
pras t ioal ly no r e l i e f fr<mi the heat of the day unt i l some hours 
af ter the svaa. has set* I t i s do i^ fu l i f t h i s r e l i e f would be 
1. Post Office Officials s ta te ep^hatioally tlmt the temperature 
i s s t i l l r i s ing af ter the 3 p«^. readii^ i s takecu The 
maximtm reading taken a t 9 ayU for the previous day exceeds 
the 3 p*m. r^d^iag ly approximately 1 degree. 
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afforded but for t^ ie air movement which almost invariably 
becomes vigorous about midnight* 
Too much eBq)hasis caanot be placed on the monotonous 
p«rsl8tence of the heat. It is the moaotoay more thaa the 
high teBq>erature that tends to break the spirits of those yrho 
eaxmot afford to eajoy vaeatioa d ring the suvner months. 
Chart I and II deal entirely with monthly avarages and 
give no indioatlon of the extremo heat frequently experienced 
for weeks on end. 
In order to give some idea of these extreme tsaperatures* 
a table has been preparecl setting out the highest naximua 
tesqperatures recorded* during each of the three hottest months 
of the year, vis.- Dececober, January and February. These records 
were taken during the seven y«urs' period 1925-1926 - 1931-1932. 
The highest official recording is seen to be 116.2*F.. 
Oa this day the sun t«q>erature mis taken and found to register 
160"P.. 
Although shade teiiq)eratuies will be discussed in relation 
to housing In a later chaptar, it should be pointed out here 
that titese records aii^  takea in specially designed chsmbars and 
show the best results wliich could be obtalred. A shade 
teoperature (official) of 110* wo Id be co^ r^ Murable to a 
temperature of 114* - 120** at IcMrt^ in most dwellings* 
RKT.ATIVE HUMIDITY 
The relative husidity for all sections of the plateau is 
very Icsr* the average 9 a*m« reading being 44*7 degrees axsi 
that of 5 p«ffi** 32.5 decrees. The effeot of this low peromxtage 
of huaidity is to reduce the severity of the high temperature. 
It is estimated that for the month of Jan\»ry, when "effeotlve" 
temperature in Brlsbarte is 73 degrees* that of the arid tropics 
is 76 degrees onty* 
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RAIHFALL 
Reference has been made in an earlier chapter to the 
rainfall of the area* 
Passing from east to west the rainfall gradually 
diminishes* Blackall and Hughendeo on the east have an 
average rainfall of 21 and 19 inches respectively while 
Camooweal and Boulla register 15 and 10 Irbohes respectively. 
It is generally assimied that a month with rainfall less 
than one inch is considered dxy. On this basis table 
has been xnr^ pared showix^ Uto wet-dry Inland tropics in 
eoB^rison with those of the coast. 
WIBD VELOCITY. 
There are no scientific reocn^ ds taJosn of wind velocity 
• •..*..••.•* P«a*sonal eaaporXosioo shorn the wind movemmit to 
be fais^ ly constant* and taxifonaly distributed oror the year* 
Wiad movement is free and gusty in summer, tending to be more 
vlg<»rous about midnight* 
Wiad blows from all quarters according to outside 
disturbances* Disturbances from the west and southp^ rost 
produce severo dust storms* TMliks local thunderstorms 
elsewhere, these do not relieve the oppressive euoBnmr heat, but 
rather InorMise it ty polltxting the air with dust for days 
afterwards. 
Southerly winter winds are bleak* When these coiivjlde 
with cloudy days the cold is izxtense* 
On the whole* however* winter weather is glorious, with 
invigorating* clear, suniijy days and oold frosty nights* It 
must not be ororleoked* however, that southerly winds* to-
getdier with low relative faaaldity make irestem tropi(»U. winters 
acre serare thsa would be Indicated ty the temperature alone* 
The free air movement and low relative humidity have a 
modifying effect la summer, aad thus the officied temperature 
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recordings are not a true indication of the effeet that such 
teoperatiunes would be expected to prodvwe. 
To offset this, however, poor housing does not allow air 
movement to exert its influence. Added to this* corrugated 
iron roofs and/or buildings radiate heat to such an extent that 
teq;>erature reedinge in most houses exceed official Post Office 
recordings ty some foxir to ten degrees* 
SUBLIGBT 
The ooimtry is mostly flat and treeless, covered at times 
with a whitish gnry growth of grass with high polarlsiag 
properties* emd this* together with low rainfall* high 
temperatures, and low relative humidity produces excessive 
glare. 
Meteorological research reveals that over the seven years' 
period 1931-1937 the sua shone on the average 327.43 days, 
giving 3*929 hoxirs of stanlight per year. 
B O O K II. 
DESCRIPTIVE —FACTUAL. 
THS PHTSIQUE OP THE CEHDREE 
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECT 
DIET 
LryiBG COBDinONS 
IKCIDfiSCE OF DISEASES 
MORT/J,ITY RATES 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
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THE PHYSIQUE OF THE CHILDREU. 
The wider siarvey carried out reveals 
(i) That in height, sitting height* and weight the 
children of the inland tropics coopare favourably 
with those of Sydney and Brisbane, 
(ii) That these statistics arran^ in accordance 
with the social status of the parents, does 
xiot reveal ai^ significant disparity between the 
various groups. In t^e matter of weights there 
is a ffioall, but possibly significant balance in 
favour of the professional gro«5>s. 
(ill) That these statistics arranged according to ths 
geomratlons in tropical residence do not reveal 
ai^ signif icaait superitn'ity of one genwrations 
over another. In the matter of weights again* 
there is a small but possibly significant balance 
in favour of the non-tropical bom children. 
THE PHYSIOLOGIC.L ASPECT. 
(I) GRCg?TH: Statistics reveal that the period of 
growth is the winter season, while in sumer 
the rate of growth is definitely retard^* 
(II) The ptyalologieal processes determining blood 
pressure* chest ea^ansion and clinical ten^ratures 
are definitely less active during the sunsnor period. 
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Blood pressures are low* chest eiqpansion 
less and clinical ten^eratures in school shew a 
significant increase* 
(ill) BLOOD TESTS in part explain the weakening of the 
ptyslologleal processes during the sumuior months* 
ViTiilst theee are normal in winter and comparable 
to tests carried out in Brisbane by the same 
Technlciaa, they show a deficiency of frcm 7% In 
the north to 20*;^  in the south. 
(The disparity here may be explained in part 
ty the fact that in the south the tests were carried 
out during a very severe sumtoer ejxi near the end 
of a ten.>year period of drought. In the nortii 
this drought had brc&en end a mild suEnaer was 
being experiezteed vf>.en the tests wer« applied. 
Added to this the rain which had fallen made 
possible an abnorxaal suamer increase in protective 
foodstuffs.^ 
The ncm-tropical bom children shov a 
slight superiority In the blood tests. There Is 
no significant disparity between other generation 
groups. 
DIET. 
The average diet of a l l social gradings of tiw 
ooeraualty during 8UB&&er i s oi3ii^ >arable only to tiaat of 
the poor vdiite conmmity of South Africa. In protective 
foodstuffs - milk* fruit , greon vegetables, etc*, - there 
i s a marked def ioieac^. 
Wlat«r diets show a selective variety increase of 
1 . The method of taking the survey in both cases was the 
saioe* 
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a|^>roximately SS^ in the diet as a whole, and the 
protective foodstviffs are more in evidence. 
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LIVING COM)ITIOHS. 
The s t a t i s t i c s , part icularly in regard to t l » 
teaaai^ eFatQWS recorded in the f oregoizi^ chapter, are not a 
t rue record of the oonditiaas under which people l ive* 
These s t a t i s t i c s , as pointed out previously, are collected 
in specially designed chambers, and show the most favotnrable 
resul ts tha t could be obtained* Fcr eaeample an off icial 
shade tea^enrature oi 110 degrees would be coioparable to a 
tes^erature of 114 to 120 degrees in most dwellings, while 
the sxm t ^^e ra tu r e woxild be a t Imist 135 to 140 degrees. 
One day when -Uie official shade traaperature was 116*2 
degrees, ^hei sun teoperat\nre was taken and found to be 
160 degrees* 
The official shade t^^eratinres show the teoipezuture 
under which pec^le, indoors^ COULD l i v e , were the i r housing 
conditions suitable* Unfortunately, these as ys t are far 
from what i s necessary. As we pointed out in ' ^ e previous 
e ^ p t e r , the tcwns in th i s country gj^ sw out of neeessli^ 
and not by design, aiad even up to ^ e laresent t h » ^ has 
be^a l i t t l e a t t e n d to meet the demands of climate* 
In dcfflkling wit& living conditions the faetors Involved 
i»*iQg the stjtbjeet under two main subdivisions t -
( i ) Working conditions 
( i i ) Housing develoisaent 
1 , WORKING COHDITIOIS. 
Without ex«i^tion, primary industries are the sine 
qua non of the area, and these are confined ent i rely to 
pastoral and mining* with Vne axudliaiy toim workers 
necessary to carry on the industries* 
All wcarking awards which are operative in the area are 
framed by an Arbitration Court s i t t i ng in Brisbane, and apply* 
to the different climatic regions of Queensland, wil ly n i l l y . 
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Applications have been made for alterations in 
the working hoxirs, but no general revisions have yet 
been effected. 
Tho worker does his 44 hours per week, begins work 
at 7 a.m. or later, and works throughout the dsy in both 
winter and sxnmner. This means that in the summer months 
(see chart II page 14 ) the peak period of temperature 
occurs wholly within the working day. 
SCHOOLS 
As in the case of workers in industry, so the wc»*kers 
in schools adopt the hours laid down for the whole State, 
i.e. the child begins work at 9.30 a.m. has one hour and 
a half for lunch, from 12.30 p.m., onwards, and commeaces 
the afternoon's labour at the beginnix^ of the peak 
temperature period of the day. 
DOffiSTICS. 
DoiB»stlo workers are in similar case* Their hours 
of work naturally adjust themselves to the movements of 
the extra-mural wor]»rs and children of the home. 
Oeing to the late depcurtvire of these, the day*s work does 
not really commence until well on in the period of rising 
tee^erature. It must not be overlooked that the 6 p.m. 
temperature in summer is at least as high as that of 
noonday, azid that tl]« 8 p.m. tei^ierature is approximately 
the same as that of 10 a.m. in the mox'ning (see chart II 
page 14. ). 
Women work in intolerably hot kitchens, where the 
tropical stm on the ircm roof Joins with the kitchen fire 
to produce an appalling teoperature. 
In general the mode of life and habits of the people 
are similar to those of other climates, and the dress 
differs little if at all. 
Following any appreciable fall of rain, particularly 
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in staiBier, houseflies and saadflies invade the houses, 
and molest the outdoor workers* The protective measure of 
fusing of houses is seldom taken for this ^eatly 
diminishes t^e air movement* 
CAPACITY TO WORK IH SIMMER 
The relative capacity to work diaring the aoacner 
months under the prevailing avards is a much debated 
question. A general statemezxt of facts cannot be given, 
because in most %pes of work it is impossible to gauge 
the output* Add^ to this there is perloips a greater 
difficulty in aseertalning the actual will-to-vork* 
One class of worker, however, is an exception to 
^hB rule on both scores - the shearer* Shearing is doase 
in "rans" of specific duration. The shearer is an piece-
work* He is tbot able to obtain constant eii^ >loyaent, and 
so he naturally works at maximum capacity when he has Idie 
c^orti£ii% to do so. This factor is further guarazrteed 
by the fact that he has continually to compete with fellow« 
workers to guarantee his contint^d inclusion in the team* 
From the tally records of all Longreach Shearing 
Contraiotore, it was possible to cull out the records of 
fifteen shetarers who had shorn during the same months in 
both winter and suooaer. 
Chartllldllustratea timt the shearer's capacity to 
work is greatest near the end of the invigorating winter 
months* It falls rapidly from this point as the sampaer 
months advance to rise again after the holiday period* 
From, the bc^ianing of winter (mid-April) there is a sharp 
rise in capacity, easing a little during the intense cold, 
aai r«BUshii3g its raaxlamm in September* The percentage 
eapaeity of Bvmmr is seen to be 12.4 less than that 
of winter* 
11. HOUSIIG DIi;?ELOPMEI^ . 
Gfflaerally speaking,, housing depends on :-
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(I) The type of tenancy - permanent or migratory* 
(II) The local availability of building material 
emd its type. 
(Ul) The cost of transporting building material 
from other places. 
(iv) The climate. 
(v) The personal standpoint - available finar.oe 
and personal hygiene. 
The development of settlement in the V/estem 
Queensland tropics was, to say the least, haphasard. 
Townships originated as the camping or meeting places of 
overland travellers^ almost inrarlably near permanent 
water. A blacksmith was required for repairs to waggons 
etc. and he built a small shack. A Bush Hotel or "grog 
shanty" incorporating a small store soon followed aad 
so a town was bom. 
There was no reason to assimie that in the later 
development of the country ax^ particular village would 
stnrvive. The inhabitants therefore considered their 
dwellings tenporary places of so->Joum and made little 
atteapt to improve them, always in the hope of coming 
prosperity and a move to m<n'e oongenisi and permax»nt 
surroundings. Better times seldom came for the mnall 
man, and gradually becoming accust(»aed to his surround lags 
and home, their crudity ceased to outz^ge his pride ... 
...•.••• The temporary "shanty" of the parents becaxos 
the "hosts" to the children and was accepted as the 
Bormal order of things ...•.•••..... 
Ths complete absence of aixy local building materials, 
together with the high cost of transport due to long 
Imiulage distances made the cost of building wooden, 
brick or concrete buildings prohibitive. So the cheapest 
and most easily constructed buildings wez*e erected. 
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PISE HOUSES: 
The first of these were built of re-infcreed 
mud, i.e. mud mixed with strew or grass* They had roofs 
sonetlmcs of thatch, but most often of corrugated iron. 
Plate 1* Pise House r^aired with ccorrugated Iron. 
Jundah, Q. 
These may be seen today in vaxying stages of deeay 
and r(^ p<Lir in sosoe of the really old hsmlets (e.g. Jundah) 
and on some early selections* 
Plate 2» Pise "Smithy", "Mansion", and detached 
iron kitchen. Jundah, Q, 
2^«e 27* 
These pise houses usually had a f Ireplaee built 
into the outside wall of the building* 
CORRUGATED IKON HUTS , 
Plee houses were r^ pb.oed by corru^ fcted 
iron huts. Iron is not bulky, is eaeily and relatively 
cheaply transported. It is eesy to handle axbd huts can 
be erected quickly end relatively ehesply* In all the 
outlying settleraente, and even todi^ in t ^ anjority of 
the lax^ tovns most of the houses have "bmeax construoted 
of this msterlal* 
So considtra^titm fcr climatic conditions was ever 
given in the designing of the house . It was considered 
merely as a place to eat« sleep and take sheltw* A roof 
and four otftside walls with a "oouple of holes" for 
windows was enou^ to begin with. 
^ Ij^ of iapravmmeat various additions appeared fron 
time to "time* If timber eoiild be procured a wooden floor 
covered the ground inside* A lean-to roof oovwred with 
@rass CO* eorrugated ir<m served as a f^ -ont verandah* 
Plate 3* A galvanised ir<»i hut with front verandah 
' eoctensions* 
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A eimilar lean-'to at the back, closed in, formed a 
kitchffi2* Sometimes these were detached buildings, azid 
formed eating plaees as well* The house was sub-divided, 
lateg^ into two or perhaps three SSMLLI rooms* 
Plates 4 <fe 6 . Typical Iron Bits, various stages in 
develofeient* 
The houses were, c^ course, uncoiled and formed 
veritable hot-boxes in stncaer and iceehests in winter. 
In iK>re prosperous tisies the btiildings were raised 
on wooden blocks throt^ |M>ut« This^ were of the same type-
lem-to vsa«ndah, main rooms and attached or detached 
kitchens* With prosper!-^ on the up-grade verandahs were 
extended to the sides and perhaps the main roof would be 
eeiled* But the -type did not alter* The kitchen was IXK 
variably in»eiled« The veramkihs, too, were tmoeiled and 
the central portion of the house indisoriminately sub-
divided. In the heat of a suanner dsy a eorrugated iron 
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partition wall inside is too hot for the hunan touch* 
^ 
Plate 6* Better Type of Galvanised Iron House, 
Kitcheaa attached. 
Plate 7. Better Type of Galvanised Iron House, 
Kitchen de-tached* 
The -type, if not the material still persists, and 
in the older or more isola-ted hastlets various stages of 
the above huts form the entire toanship* 
lio provisioQ whatever has been made to meet the 
demand of oliBBite« In the corrugated iron hut it is 
virtually izi9>o88ible to remain inside in the sumcoer 
aftemooas* Fven the l^rdwrad inhabitant of this iype 
has to repair to the slmde of the leaa-to during the 
peak hours. 
Im winter the houses are draught and the cold is 
intense* In the bettw elassee of housee the ^ype remains, 
and tl» same eonditions with some modifioatioas are 
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experienced. Here verandahs are used in the sumaer, 
but these are tmcelled, and unless blinded, the excessive 
glare makes them almost unusable. Fireplaces for 
winter use are unknown and no relief is afforded from 
the intense cold. 
WOODHSJHOUSES 
"'"' When railways penetrated the settled areas, 
the transport of timber was facilitated, though the cost 
was extremely high. Here again the type has scareely 
been altered, a M the hoxises are not designed for a 
tropical climate. Illustrative photographs will be seen 
in the next section. 
BEICK AM) CONCRETE 
The conspicuous absence of both brick 
and concrete dwellin^ s^ emphasises the fact that little 
attempt has been made to relieve the effects of climate 
ty housizig design. 
SE17ERA6E 
Sewerage is unknown (even in roax^  of the best 
hotels for tourists) with the exception of the dwellings 
on the Mt. Isa Llines Lease. Here sewerage is \miver«d. 
(The Local Authoz*lties at Cloneurry do not appear to 
appreciate this, the only genuine attempt at really 
hygienic «&nitary provisions for m entire township. The 
Managing Director mentioned that a char^ of 10/-/septic 
tank/ year is made for inspection.) 
FLY«JT100F GAUZIIJG 
Fly-piroof gausing of houses is not wide-
spread, the exception again being the lit. Isa Minos Lease. 
The probable esqplanation in many cases is the obstiruction 
of the air movement. 
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VEOTILATTON 
Iron roofing on all types of houses is 
universal. It is extroosaely doubtful if celling 
ventilation woijld affoird much relief. In any case it 
is not o ten sidopted. 
REraiGERATION 
RefrIgeration is little used (See Longreach, 
next section). 
WATER RETICUI.ATIOH. A water service is available in all 
the larger towns, and in some smaller ones. This is 
oonnscted from bores, or from local river supplies. 
Longreach is extremely fortunate in having dual reticulation 
~ a hot bore water and cold river water service. 
Ill, E0U3IHG SURVEY OF LONGREACH 
It has been impossible to give more than a brief 
suz'vey of actual housing conditions. It was considez*ed, 
therefore, of very pertinent value to ascess the housing 
of one typical town^ by laeans of a representative group 
of photographs. 
Sixteen representative photographs have been 
selected, and the various houses of the town of Longreach 
have been listed under these according to their quality, 
material and construction. Each photograph is in qiiality 
approximately average of the nmber of houses it 
represents. 
It is obvious of course that there will be a disparity 
in quality within a group oonfinaing to a single 
photograph. And this dlsi>arity increases with the better 
classes of houses. 
The following is the result of the survey :-
Longreach contains 724 houses or dwellings. These 
have been sub-divided into two sections, according to the 
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building material - i.e. galvanised iron or wood. 
Each seetlo is again sub-divided In eight representative 
groups. The following Table gives In coziclse form a 
resume of the sxarvey. 
TABLE III. 
\ Group 
1 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
1 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
, 1 
I 
Grotip 
9. 
1 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
U* 
16. 
t 1 
1, 
Housing Survey of Longreach. 
SECTIOH I. GALVANIZED IROH. 
Plate 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
IS. 
No. of houses 
37 
56 
52 
110 
5S 
64 
43 
74 
totals 489 
SECTIOH II. WOOD. 
Plate 
xe. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
28. 
No. of houses 
87 
47 
18 
24 
38 
10 
9 
2 
totals 235 
Percentage. 
5.1 % 
7.7 % 
7.2 % 
15.2 % 
7.3 /o 
8.8 % 
6.0 f. 
10.2 < 
67.6 % 
Pereentage* 
12.0 % 
6.5 % 
2.5 % 
3.3 % 1 
5.2 fo ' 
1.3 % 
UZ% i 
0#3 % 1 
32»3 % 1 
N.B. iniis survey is subject to personal error. 
The survey was taken ty patrolling the entire town, 
whioh is planned with wide lanes dividing each block. 
Each allotment has a street in front and a laae 
behind. TTith these J^ncilities it was possible to 
make a fairly o<»rrect allocation of each house. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUEVEX. 
SECTION I. GALVANIZED IROH. 
( see next page ) 
Plate 8* Group*1 No. of houses 37. Percentage of Town. 5.1 
Average rent « O/- to s/- per week. 
Plate 9* &o\xp 2* Ho* of houses 56. Pereeni^ge of Town 7.7 % 
'^'=^ Average rent » 7/S to 10/- per week* 
Plate 10* Group 3* Bo* of houses 62. Percentage of Town 7.2 %, 
Average rent » 10/- to IS/- per 
Plate 11* Group 4* Ho. of houses 110. Percentage of Tan. iS«2^ 
' Average rent ; 12/6 to 17/6 per week* 
Plate 12* Group 6. No. of houses 53* Peroentage of Town 7*3 %• 
Average rent t approx* 17/6 pKt week. 
^ " 
Plate 13. Group 6. Bo* of houses 64* Percentage of Town 8.8 %* 
Average rent t approx. 12/6 per week. 
^ 
Plate 14. Gyoiq> 7 . So. of houses 43. Pmreeatage of Town 6.r0 
Aveirage rent t i ^ r o x . £1 . per week. 
Plate 1S» Group 8. Ifo* of houses 74. Pereesitage of Town 10.2 %, 
Avcnrage rent t apprcnc. £1, per we<dc. 
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SECTION I I . TirOOD. 
Kjate 16. (hroi 9. No. of houses 87. Peroentage 12.0 %• 
Average rent s 22/6 to 25/- per week. per wee 
Plate 17. (ax>up 10. Ho. of houses 47. Peroentage 6.5 %» 
Avera£e rent i 22/6 to 2SyC per week. 
^ 
Plate 18. Grovcp 11. No. of houses 18. Pereeatage 2.5 %• 
~ = ^ ^=="^~^ Average rent t 80/- to 35/- p. week. 
Plate 19. Groap 12* No. of houses 24. Percentage 3.S %» 
— ^ Average rent « approx. 25/- p.week* 
Plate 20. Groap 13. No* of houses 38. Percentage 5.2.^. 
Q No* of houses 10* Jr-ereentSge £.3 %• 
Avwage rent t 25/- per week* 
Plate 22. Group IS. No. of houses 9. Percentage 1.2 %• 
A-y*witga rant t^  2&A^ 
Plate 23. Group 16. No. of houses 2. Peroentage 0.~3 % 
' Average r«at s 46/- per week* 
I^ ige sv. 
GENERAL. 
Table shows that there aire 489 houses, or 
approximately 67.5 J^, constructed of galvanized iron. 
Groups 1 and 2, oaaprising 93 houses, or 12.8 %, are 
wholly constructed of galvanised iron, with wooden floors, 
and unoeiled. 
Groups 3,4, and 6, — 226 houses or ol.2 % .are 
constructed of galvanised iron with wooden partitions 
and floors, and uncoiled. 
Groups 5,7, and 8, — 170 houses or 17.5 %, are 
lined with wood, have wooden partitions and floors, and 
are mostly unoeiled. 
Groups 9-16 inclusive are of wood. 
Detached kitchens in both galvanised iron and 
wooden structuriesare built of galvanized iron, and, 
almost Invariably, are neither lined or celled. 
Hoofing material in all groups Is galvanised iron. 
Verandahs in all groups are tmceiled. 
Blinds are almost universally used on verandahs 
as a preventative against glare. 
REFRIGERATION. As pointed out in the last section, 
there are few refrigerators in use in towns. Of the 
724 private homes in Longreach, 22 have refrigerators 
installed.' It should be pointed out, however, that ice is 
delivered on week days only, at the cost or one penx^ per 
pound. The Arbitx^tion Court Awards prohibit the 
delivery of ice on Sundays. 
A substitute for refrigeration is the "Nvater 
cooler". This consists of a safe covered with hessian 
over which water drips continually. The rapid evaporation 
which takes place reduces the teB5)erature, within, 
approximately twenty degrees. These are used extensively. 
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even in addition to the installation of refrigeirators 
or ice-chests. 
LIGHTING: Electric lighting and power, supplied ty the 
Local Authority, is available at the cost of one 
shilling per unit for lighting and 9d per unit for power. 
Of the 724 Longreach private homes, 579 are connected with 
this service. 
RENTS» Under each z*epresentative photograph, an 
approximate estimate is given for the rent of the 
unfurnished house. I^ any of the houses are privately owned, 
or ax^ being purchased xmder the ''Worker's Dwellii^" Act. 
For this reason the rent values have been assessed in 
consultation with agents for houses and owners, who assess 
rents on the basis of a 10 J^ to 13 Js yearly income on 
the value of the house. 
The above survey of Longr^ch, the largest town 
in the area, and, with the exception of Mt.Isa Mines, the 
most pirogressive one, must not be taken as representative 
of tho whole region. In smaller hamlets, the housing 
provisions are restricted almost universally to the 
quality of SEXJTION I of this survey. Electric Lighting 
is in few cases available, except ty private installation. 
1. Figures made available ty coxartesy Longreach Shire 
Council. 
INCIDENCE OF DISEASES. 
The incidence of disease is very mild for the 
entire area. Only one tropical disease - Ualaria -
has been notified to the Health Department in eleven 
years and only three cases of this has occurred. 
Rickets is prevalent among school children, the 
incidence ranging from 6 - 8 ;^  of the total nuiober in 
most towns, and 13 - 18 ^  at IJt. Isa. 
The most serious afflictions among school children 
are the various departures from normal eye conditions, 
among which Trachoma is prominent. The incidence for 
e 
Trachoma increases with distance from the coast, and 
is most severe in treeless plain belts. It reaches 
47.3,^ ^ at Cloneurry, 35.7;:$ at Mt.Isa, 27.3^ at Longraaoh 
and 15.5^ at Barcaldine. 
MORTALITY RATES ETC. 
VITM. STATISTICS. 
The following vital statistics for the far 
western divisions of Queensland (approximately the 
area of siirvey shown in the Map after page 3), were 
issued by special bulletin (for the first time), by 
coTirtesy, The Chief Statistical Officer, Government 
Statisticians Office on February 21st, 1938. They 
are given in conparison with other figures previously 
accessable. 
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AVERAGE DEATH RATES PER 1,000 PERSONS: 
Queensland as a whole, 1933 - 36 
Uales, 
Females, 
Queensland Tropics - Coastal, 
liales 
Females 
Tropics - Inland 
xiales 
Females 
Q»land Sub-Tropics - Coastal 
Males 
Females 
- Inland 
Llales 
Females 
Australia as a whole. 
Males 
Femaules 
Area of Svtrrey: !.Iales 
Femfides 
n 
ft 
n 
n 
n 
n 
«l 
It 
n 
n 
1920 - 22 
1927 - 36 
n 
8.84 
9.95 
7.62 
9.87 
9.75 
7.04 
9.87 
11.94 
7.10 
8*97 
9.98 
7.94 
7.99 
8.94 
6.89 
11.03 
8.66 
10.90 
6.07 
INFANTILE MORTALITY Pw&TE, per 1,000 births» 
Queensland as a whole 1933 - 36 
Q'land Tropics - Coastal " 
Inland " 
Australia as a whole^* 1920 - 22 
39.17 
42.91 
43.05 
63.00 
Area of suinrey uiAvailable e x c ^ t for 1956. (See below). 
BIRTH RATE, per 1,000 T^omen (aged 15 - 44 ) . 
Tropical Q'land"'" " 1920 - 22 
Non-Tropical Q'land " 
Area of Sinrvey 
Australia as a whole 
1927 - 36 
1920 - 22 
141.0 
114.0 
102«6 
107.0 
BIRTH RATE PER 1,000 Personst 
Q»land Tropics - Coastal 1933 - 36 20.36 
Inland « 18.53 
Sub-Tropics - Coastal *" 17.03 
Inland " 20.56 
Area of Survey 1927 - 36 20.14 
It has not been possible before 1936 to assess the 
infantile moirtality rates for the area under sinrv^. 
The Director-General of Health and Home Affairs, Q., has 
made available the following flginres for 1936, for the 
various registration districts:- vis., 
ARAMAC (Aramac, Isisford, Jundah, Longreach 
Muttaburra, Stonehenge) 35,9 
BLACKALL (Bar<»ldine and Blackall) 28.8 
CLOKTURRY (Cloncurry# Camooweal, Julia Creek 
Mt.Isa.) 24.2 
HUGHENDEN (Hughenden and Richmond) 
MARATHON (Boulia and Tfinton) 92.3 
CROYDON (Croydon, Normanton, Burkotown) 192.3 
Figures for one year can scarcely be taken as 
slpiiflcan*» The population is small in the Marathon and 
Croydon districts. In the more closely settled are«.s the 
mortality rate was very low. 
1. Figures from, "Huntington "Civilization and Climate" 
page 381. 
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SOCIAL SERVICES. 
The area enjc^ all the social services oomnion 
to "Wae country centres throughout the State* I» 
addition to the usual facilities for edaoatioa, those 
childraa |MPeclud«i from regular school attendance b;/ 
isolation or distance are taught by the oorrespondeace 
branch of tho Bducatiozml Departmait which has a staff 
of t^uBhers specially ^ ^uippai for this t^pe of training. 
(It was the opinion of the late EbE-Direotor of 
Edueation (B. McXemm Esq.) tlmt this type of sohoollag 
developed the initiative of tiy» ohildiw© to a marked 
cN^ee-*) 
Oxna notable feature in the social services is the 
establishmoHt by QAStAS of an aerial medical trans^xort 
l^ ise at Uxi^r9mhf and "b^ the Austmlian Inla^ 
Siesion of tmj bases at Cloncurry and CroydoiEU To 
a large extexit this conquers ieolation, and oasts a 
laantle caP »af©% over the fecHaes of'^he outba«^". 
The area is well ss^viced by air tz^uo^ort* The 
air routes are shown on the map opposite page 3. Thia 
map also shows the aerial medicml traxmport bases* 
BUSH CEILDRSIfS» HEALTH SCHEME. 
During reeent years the Bush Childr^oe* Health 
Sohe^^, la^ ich seareely z^eds explanation here, hae 
provided jaeed^ children with a free l»>liday at t ^ 
seaside. 
B O O K III. 
GENERAL INTELLIGENCE SURVEY 
STATISTICS & 
FACTUAL DlStfltfsSlON 
TEE BIHET-SIMON SCALE 
GEHEBAL TEST "H" 
TEST FOR CLERICAL WORSERS 
BI-UAHB MOTOR CO-ORDIHATION 
TEST. 
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GENERAL INTELLIGENCE SURVEY. 
I. THE BIHET-SIMON SCALE. IiroiVIDU/JL TESTS. 
SCHOOLS REPRESENTED; 
The following schools were included under 
tliis sxurvey (See Map opposite page 4). 
Ilfracombe, Isisford, Longreach State, 
Longreach Convent, and Muttaburra, Aramac. 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN; 
The number of children tested was 1,000. 
TESTS USED: 
Ths tests adopted were Phillips* Avffitralian 
Rerlslon and Extension of The Binet-Sinion Scale, as 
eoq^ ouzKied in his book, "The M€Asuren!ient of General 
Ability"; the additional test for e^e 15 was used in 
all cases. 
P R O C E D U E S . 
(mCLTING OF CHILDRSi: :.ir> CITATISTICS. 
For the threefold purpose of (a) forming 
an adeqimte comparative basis, (b) differentiating 
between different sections of the oooiTOnity, and 
(e) eanging, thfo effect of continuous living in the 
tropics over a period of generations, the following 
grouping was adopts. 
Pa^e 43o 
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(1) Age Grouping, 
(ii) Social Gro«5)ing. 
(iii) Generation Grouping. 
QUSSTIONIIAIRE: 
In each centre a comprehensive questionnaire 
viOB Issued to all parents through tho headuMwter of 
the school. Fro a the completed questionnaire it was 
possible to allocate each child to its respective 
age,social and generation groiq^ . 
These groups call for detailed eaplanatlon 
at this jimcture. 
AGE GROUPIHIt The limits of this group were from 
4^ to 15^ yeara. "Year" was taken to embrace six months 
either way from the nominated age. e.g. the "6 year" 
groxzp included all childrsn between 4 years 7 months, 
and 5 years 6 months inclusive. The ages vere taken 
from the school ree<nrds, and not ty word of mouth 
from the childrezu 
SOCIAL GROUPING - all ages. This was done according 
to the various occupations and incceoies of the parents. 
i.e., according:, to the potentialities for r^isonable 
living conditions and diet. 
Four divisions seemed convenient, viz., 
I. Professional: 
Children whose parents follow 
professional grasing or trading occupations. 
H . Clerical; 
Children whose parents follow 
clericcuL or sedentary occupations, and ai^ in 
constant emplc^yment. 
III. Skilled Trades: 
' ~~ cHildren whoso parents are skilled 
tradesmen on regular wages and whose work is 
mainly manual. 
rv. Manual Laboiirers; 
" ~~"^  Children iidiose parents are manual 
laboux*er8, with or without constant eiaployment, 
and on a relatively low wage. Tliis group 
includes all "relief" workers. 
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GENERATIOS (^OUPIKC - ail a^«. The following grot?)ing 
was adopted -
A. Children and parents not bom in Tropical Australia. 
B. Children only born in Tropical Ausferalia. 
C. Children and one parent bom in Tropical Austitilia. 
D» Children aiad l^th parents bora in Tropical Avmtralia* 
E. Children, both parents, and one or mcor© grans^MsrentB 
bom in Tropical Atmtralia* 
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS. 
(ilMWIMPM—MWIIWiillii • — I . . . • i» . l».«. . . i i» . i*wi. i iWii i | l — 
1«000 chi ldren of e l l ages shossed an iawpm&> I . Q . of 9 3 . ^ 
518 58alO« « n n » n a J^Q^ « Q^^QQ 
482 f e m l e s " « " « n a J^Q^ « 93^00 
AGE GRODPim. 
TMLE Wg l e f t side^ shows the average i n t e l l i g e n c e 
4|B0tiea1» of 1,CKK) ohi ld««i B-Traa^ei accordi i^ t o t h e i r 
ehronologioal age* Table V« i l l u s t r a t e e t h e sex ana ly s i s 
of t h i s t a b l e . Chart 17 sfiiows the r e s u l t s of a l l 
ohildren^ males» and tms&ljdm^ arranged p i ^ h i c a l l y * The 
ages are shown on the absc issa azid t h e in t e l l i gence 
quotimite are shown on the ordinate* 
FALL IK IIITStLIGSHCE TJITH I!;?GItEASE OF CBROIJOLOGICiiL AGE. 
mmmi< •iirii.i.iMWii«liL>iWWi I •iia.iinijwii ^ — • • M . . ^ » « i i . M W i — M i ^ H . -TIP ' • il i liiM» i 11 I !•• i » w i i—^Wi^.lWiWIIMW.P«W»i . i i iwi • • • • • . . • • . , • i^ww ...i ii • i i i M 
la all eases there is a fall in intelllgenee with 
increase of chronological a^* To .ti:» age of 12, males 
show a slightly higk»r I.Q. than females. After this 
age feaoales are slightly sv5>^*ior. It is doubtful if the 
difference will be significant in the light of probable 
error on a pc^mlation iMi^is. The average fall for all 
children'is from 100*46 at 5 y^trs to 87.75 at 15 years* 
Chart Y. a^ iows (i) the rise la inteHigwaee with 
ineareaee of chronological age for the rKsa-poor rural whites 
of South Africa* (ii) the fall for urbeoi poor wMtee 
BASIS. 
CHART V. 
"THE POOR WHITE", (of South Africa) 
Por Comparison with Chart IV. 
Graph extracts from "THE POOR ITHITE", 
FIG. 3. II - 156, 
Intelligence quotients of 216 rural non-poor white children with 
increase of chronological age. The ages are given on the abscissa 
and the intelligence quotients on the ordinate. The straight line 
indicates the calculated fall. 
FIG. 9. II - 161. 
Intelligenoe quotients of 1,189 urban poor white children with 
increase of chronological age. The ages are given on the abscissa 
and the intelligenoe quotients on the ordinate. The straight line 
indicates the calculated fall. (Sub-group F) 
FIG. 10. II - 152. 
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i a South Africa, ( i i i ) the f a l l for the poor whites a s 
ftiAiole. 
DISTRlBUTIon OF ISTELLIGSICE gnOTIEI'JTS. 
Table r / , ( r i g h t s ide) gives an ana lys is of t he 
distributicax of the i n t e l l i ^ a o e <|uotients fo r a l l sexes , 
a l l ages . This has been don® for the poor whites of 
South MVica on the sajie b a s i s . 
Chart i n , sho^s the d i s t r i b u t i o n for ths ch i ldren 
of the inland t r o p i c s of Queensland superimposed on t h a t 
oi t he poor whites of South Africa* ar d the South Afrioaa 
Europeao population as a whole* The average for Inland 
Tr t^ ioa l ch i ld ren in Queenslaaad i s s l i g h t l y lower tiian 
t h a t of t he poor whites ssS over 6^ Icsrer t iam t h a t of 
t h e African Bwpopean popula t ion , ( i t must be noted t h a t 
the t e s t s used are different , , the Stendardlswi South 
A£ricsm Group Test ^ i n g used for t h e poor whi te s , while 
In (^mmml&3^ i^e Binet-Sisioa Scale was applied 
ind iv idua l ly . ) 
l^e range of the d i s t r i b u t i o n i s g rea te r for the 
QaeenslaBd lalRyid Tropics on e i t h e r s ide of t h e average, 
being leafiest ^* ^^ -^^  e a s e ) , and highest a t 153.3 (1 c a s e ) . 
CM the upper scores the nwaber of cases i s not s i g n i f i c a n t , 
but i n t h e lower scores i t i s a | ^ e o i a b l e . 
In the ©a«e of fee South African ehildrsmi* t h e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i s almost lisilaneed about the norm* J^wmg the 
Que«ssland ohMren Idie Imlane© i s decidedly below the 
.t.'/sj-ace, :C^ l.»000 chi ldren caOy 296 ahc^ed «n I»Q* of 
100 or «*ove lOOi, urisile ?04 were l^low 100* 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n i s in favoiap of the f i r s t groi:^* 
belossr t h e iiora# 100* fo r Oydumy chlldresa* S21 or 32.1 % 
of a l l ©hildrejs showed l.Q*s ranging f r c a 90 - 100. 
l a ^ r e i s defisi i te »rid«*se of laedlooriigr. 24.3 ^ of the 
ohildren. haviag I»Q*s beturees 80 - 90 . This i s i n t e r e s t i n g 
i n t h e l i g h t of another white raoe i n the t r o p i c s . 
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Page 4T. 
TUB "!nSTI20S" of KISAR, DUTCH BAST IHDIES6 
J .S .C. Elktngton, IJ.D., D.P.H., makes the following 
1 
observat ions-
Y "The head t^ ioher of the Surc^pean echool 
a t Koe^ang spoke highly of t h e mental at tainments of the 
I3jmr4ae chi ldren inuler h i s charge. There i s no 
st^li<M»lty amongst tibtenf they reac^ t o edueation e i t h e r 
very wel l or very potnrly. Copy books aisi school rN^sords 
produeed showed a very high average aiaongst the l a a ^ r i t y . " 
SOCIAL GROTIPIHG. 
mmitmm^maum i i ..i m iwwMp—» 
Table VI^ ( l e f t ) gives the average infeelligefnioe 
1 
^uot l^a te of 1»C00 children iirranged according t o the 
socia l stattxs of the x»re«its, inoorpora t i i^ tt^ 
f inanc ia l po ten t i id . i t i ee for r^isonable l i v i n g coiodlitiona 
and d i e t . The f igures are fo r a l l ages . / 
Table VII , gives the sex analys is of these 
s i ^ t i s t i c s . IMles again shovr a s l i g h t su$M»fi0ri1y 
over the f smales in a l l g r o t ^ * | 
i 
FAILIK I.Q*« ACCORDING TOSOCXALSTAT"^ ^ • • f f ^ 
The f a l l i n Intelligsaioe Quotients SiOconiing t o 
j 
the socia l grading i s even mcare xaarked tdxian the f a l l 
with increase in charonological a@». In a l l eases — 
/ j ^ 
s ta les , females, ejoi the cocaposite g ro^ /^®^® i s a s 
s imi la r f a l l . Chart VII , i l l u s t r a t e s t h i s f a l l 
l^ni^hioally, and i n a l l cases t W graph |JF almost a 
I 
s t r a i g h t l i n e . , 
Esasm^t i n the c l e r i c a l group, maleeishonr a d e f i n i t e 
super io r i ty t o feesales aad t h i s i s xsor,^ cjarked in t h e 
Iwrer soc ia l grades larhich contain t h e c^^qriW 6f the 
•children, (see Table VI.) '• " J I '^\ 
The f a l l for th ree s imilar social gi^uids, where i t 
i s ©liphatioelly s t a t ed t l ia t l i v i n g coBdltio;iis ind d i e t do^ 
/ 'j 
not apjarooiably af fec t the problsaa i s shoen iuj' the l i g h t 
dot ted l i n e . This i s adapted for a l l seaMig^ from a 
t a b l e i n P h i l l i p s ' , "The Keasureiaent of GejjeiTal Abi l i ty" 
page 32* # 
1. The Msdieal Journal of Australia. rol'.I, |.922, p.32. 
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The social Mftlyeis given is^high, laediuB, low" 
and the auffisrieal I.Q. values for all ages 104.4, 
lOO.l and 97.00 respectively. Compare this with the 
figures for the Queensland Inland Tropioe, vis., 
Rrofessional 105.02, clorical workers, 97.81, 
Skilled Trades 93.19, and tnanual labourers 87.23. 
DISTEIBUTIOIJ OF IlffELLIGEUCE QUOTIESTS. 
" ' " • — • • > •• Mil i W — M i L i a u i P M l i n w u III II i » > WHWii W<iWiiilW— 11 ir Mll^ 
TABLE via? , ( r i ^ t ) . In the profeesional group 
the greatest d i s l ^bu t ion ranges f rem 100 - 110. 
In the e ler ieal and skilled iarades grot^s the 
greatest number have intelligeaoee quotients betne^Bt 
90 - 100. In the 3Banual group the greatest distributi(»a 
i s between 30 - 90. 
GEHSRATIOH GROUPIHG. 
TABLE VIII, ( l e f t ) , givee the average intelligffiBsce 
quotients of 1,000 children a r rayed in the i r 
genex^tion divisions, for a l l a@se* 
TABLE H , gives the sex aBCdlyeis of these divisions* 
EbEOt^ t in i^e nonp<4src^ical %K>m, t l » ssilee a^ain 
ahar auperlcHrity over the fssaalee in a l l groups* 
THE FAIX I I I.Q*g fflTII THE PBOGHESS OF GE3SEEATI0IIS IH 
THE THOPIGJ^* ' 
Chart VIII, i l lustratets the f s l l in intelligeaoe 
recording to the generation divisicaos. 
The r i se from division "D" to division "E" wB^y be 
«iQ>lained, a t leas t p i r t i a l l y , by the pres^tce in t h i s 
group of a misBber of Loagre«<i^ ehUdrsa belcnigiiig to the 
prc^eesiiwaal prov^ who shosved high individual 
intelligence quotients. 
Fa|.e 49. 
II. GROUP ICTELLIGEBCE TESTS. 
GEMERAL TEST "H". 
TESTS FOR CLERICJU, VJORl^JiS. 
DI1JGLE»S BI-MAHU MOTOR CO-ORDIIiATIOH TEST. 
SCHOOLS REPRESEKTEDt 
The following schools were included toder this 
survey (See Map opposite page 4). 
HORTH: Cloneurry, Ht.Isa, Ut.Isa Uines. 
SOTI: Arsmac, Barcaldine, Blackall, Islsfoi-d, 
Longreach Convent, Longreach State. 
HUMBER OF CEILDREK: 
General Test 'H» - 411 
Tests f (w Clerical ITorkers 407 
Bi-llanu ilotor Test - 371 
(Dlffictilty in oblmining the tests at one juncture 
causes the disparity in nvmbers. The same children 
were tested in all cases.) 
SOURCE OF TESTS: These tests were issued by the 
Australian Institute for Industrial Psychology. The 
comparative tables given in all oases were supplied by 
The Institute. 
THE BI-LIASU MOTOR TEST: This test should be carried out 
indivldi«lly. It was not possible for the wrlt«r 
to do this in cex*taln resaote schools. Accordingly it was 
done in small groups, with the added supervision of the 
teaching staff, 
SIGIJIFICAIICB OF AVERAGES: The uumbers of children for 
the 14 ywur group, and more particularly the 15 year 
groxzp are so small as to lose significance on a 
population basis. The results are given, but will not 
be discussed in detail. 
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GESESAL TEST "H". 
OBJECT OF THE TESTt The tests are designed to give 
an estimation of general intelligence by weighting the 
scores gained in various tasks requiring special 
abilities for their successful ccaipletion. 
They cover the followii^ range of special 
abilities:- viS} 
C(»E^rehension and immediate mesnory (Direetions), 
Fereeptlun (Mixed Sentences), Language (Vocabulary)# 
Hunber (Arithmetic and Ifumber series), Heasoxdng or 
ability to see abstract relationships (Analogies), 
ccamnon-sense (Best Eeasons), mental construotiveness. 
Sentence Cozopleticm) and general knoirlMge (Infonaation). 
THE RESULTS. 
>7EIGIiTIlGt 
Tl» results of the various tests are weighted 
during the actual nxarking of the paper*. 
Table Z, and cotsparative Table X, show: 1n1aT>d 
tropics and norms for Sydxmy laales. 
Table XI, and ooaiparatlve Table XI, illustrate 
the results for feaaiales. 
Chart IX, gives a graphical i^i^sentatioa of the 
four tables. 
It will be noted at the outset that the standard 
deviations indicated "b^ the circle arcs overlap in all 
eases. 
Scientifically therefore, there is no significant 
difference beteeen the lasans in aigr case* 
All stataaents jaade, therefore, indicate tendencies 
rather thin facts. Detailed erSTnlnation reveals that this 
will be applicable to all sections of the tests. 
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COLgREHEMSIOM AHD EILIEDIATE MELIORYi 
A^JLZ. Sydney fexaales show superiority over 
the males* In the tropics the position is reversed. 
For Sydney males the score is 23.98 
" Tropic " « " n 17^3^^ 
The tropic males are thus more than 14^ lower in 
ability: 
For Sydney females the score is 25.88 
" Tropic " t, „ „ ^g^2g 
The tropic f sniales are thus more than 33^ lower in 
ability. 
AGEJL3. Ths tropic Hades are approximately SOfo 
lowrer in ability. 
TIM tropic females are approximately 25; 
lower in ability. 
PERCEPTION: 
•>% 
AGE 12. Here the disparity is less marked for 
males,the tropic children scoring 10.46 against 11.87 for 
Sydney. 
AGE 13. The tropic males score 11.01 against 11.68 
for Sydney, and are almost normal. 
In the case of females normality is almost 
reached, the scores being 11.41 against 12.53. 
LiUIGUilGE ABILITY; 
In all cases the tropic children showed an 
inferiority, more narked in females, than in males. 
AGE 12. I.Iales score 5.33 against 7.08 for Sydney 
Females " 4.97 " 7.66 " " 
AGE 13. Llales " 5.80 " 7.09 " " 
Females " 5.85 " 7.54 " 
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HUI3BER ABILITY; 
AGE_12^. The males are approximately 15% inferior 
to those of Sydney, and the females over 20?» lower. 
AGEJ£. At the age of 13 the ability appears to 
have developed, the deficiency being less than 10^ 
in both sexes. 
REASONING ilBILITY: 
..ith males this is 25^ less for the tropics at 12 
years, and even lower at the ago of 13. 
V.ith females the discrepancy at 12 years is 
approximately 4.0,"., but at 13 years this is reduced to 
less than 20^. 
COIZIOE SEHSE: 
There is a marked deficiency in comaxun sense as 
measured by "Best Reasozis". .^Tith males it increases 
slightly frcm ftge 12 to age 13, the average defiwlency 
bsii% approximately 20^. 
V.'ith feanales the deficiency decreases from nearly 
40?^  at 12 years to 20^ ^ at 13 years. 
IIEMTAL COHTRUCTIVEKESS: 
In rental coiatrvctiveness rs measvred by the 
sentence coiapletion test, the general deficiency for 
both sexes of both ages ranges from 20^ to above 35^. 
IWORLIATION: 
The information scores show deficiencies raiiging 
from 20!!^  to 30^. 
SUlS-uiRY: 
The general standard of the special abilities of 
the children of the inland tropics is low. There is no 
abUiiy which obtains pre-eminence above others, but 
there is a marked deficiency in general knowledge and 
reasoning ability. 
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lage 53« 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES; 
The distribution of scores shown in Table XII. 
reveals that while some children were particularly 
brilliant, the balance is in favour of mediocrity to 
poor. 
TESTS FOR CLERICAL V/ORKERS. 
The weighting value adopted on both Sydney results 
and those of the tropics is shown in the table. The 
writei- feels that l/S rather than l/S is the more 
reasonable weighting value for test 6. 
nibles XIII. and XIV., with their comparative 
norms for Sydney childrwi give the results for the 
clerical tests carried out. 
There is little advantage in detailed 
discussion here. Two points are worthy of special 
mentlm. 
(l) That in these tests generally, /•here 
intelligence is subordinated to speed and accxiracy, there 
Is not 80 great a deficiency as in the General Test "H". 
(ii) That in purely mooaGinical sections, such 
as znmiber checking and concentration,the inland 
tropical children oonapare favourably and sometimes more 
than favourably with those of Sydney. 
ChBLtt X., which again discountenances the 
scientific significance of the difference of -Uie means, 
shows the restilts graphically for all sexes and all ages. 
BI-^ IANU ^ OTOR C0-0RDII-I;\TI01i TEST. 
This test was perhaps the least profitable of the 
whole survey. The personal enror in marking is so great 
as to render the comparative value with those of another 
examiner almost useless. The papers were marked rather 
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Bags 54. 
severely on the basis suggested by Dingle . 
Table XV gives the statistical analysis of the 
results. On the whole the tropical children compare 
favourably with those of Sydney. 
1. The Australian Jo-omal of Psychology and Philosophy, 
Volune v., September 1927. 
B O O K IV. 
GEBEBAL REVIEgr 
GEHERMi THESIS. 
Page 55* 
GENERAL REVIEi7« 
Vj'e are now in a position to sxmmiarise the facts 
which have been disclosed in the foregoing research. 
From Book I., it is evident that -
(a) The Inland tropical area is a low arid plateau, 
with a low rainfall and little or no vegetation 
apart from stu>ted trees and excellent grasses. 
(b) That the settlement of the ecu itry was haphasard 
and unplanned. 
(c) That it does not appear to have occurred to the 
settlers - or to those who followed them - that 
they wex^ developing an area which was tropical 
and could be expects! to take its toll on the 
white man, who entered it withovrt due regard for 
tropical hygleiM. 
(d) That apart from mining the area is cozifined to a 
single pastoral industry. 
(e) That \xp to the age of fifteen years there is a 
fairly even distribution of the sexes in the 
population. 
(f) " That for Queensland Tropics as a whole from the 
ages 1 5 - 4 4 t} ore are 133 men to 100 women, 
and from 44 years upwards, 158 men to 100 wonen —• 
facts Trillch have previously been known and published. 
(g) That the (first) special biilletin issued (February 
21st, 1958) for the arid western districts, reveals 
that In the central westena division containing 
old established towns, the figures are slightly 
better than for the tropics as a whole, be^ .weun the 
ages IS - 44, viz., 122.7, but from the ages of 45 
onwards it rises to 171.1. 
For the other two far and northwestern divisions 
the ntmibers for the ages 1 5 - 4 4 ftre 168.3 ard 366»7 
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respectively, and from 45 onwards 243.9 aad 
265.6 respectively. 
(h) That this may be due to (a) high selective death 
rate in women, or (b) to selective marriage or 
anlgratlon to better climates. 
(1) That the climate is continental and tropical. The 
winter season is ideal, but the sunmer is long and 
exacting. This is most eo5)hasised "by the long 
duration of the hot period of the day with the 
teotperature still rising at 3 p.m., and the 6 p.m. 
temperature above that of midday. 
(j) That the annual temperature z*ange is almost twice that 
of the coastal tropics, and that the daily 
temperature range is severe, being approximately 
27 degrees in suiomer and 29 degrees in winter. 
(k) That the polarisation of the excessive amount of 
sunlight produces severe glare, particularly in 
open treeless belts. 
Book II., reveals that -
(I) Despite the facts of Book I., climate per se has 
not impaired the physique of the children over the 
generations. I.e., from the physical point of view 
there is no apparent reason wi^ the white children 
should not inhabit the tropics. 
(II) That during the long summer months, growth is 
retarded but the rapid growth in winter maintains 
the balance. 
(ill) That the physiological processes which govern 
general fitness and vitali-tgr are weakened 
appreciably duidng the long summer months, giving 
rise to high clinical ten5>eratures, (at least in the 
schoolroom), low blood pressvares, emd low chest 
^ ^ * These find expression in lethargy, 
and a retardation in general ability. 
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(clinical temperatures taken \inder the school are 
normal.) 
(Iv) That the blood, which, in part a least, determines 
the efficacy of tho physiological processes, is 
^ficient in quality during sumraer. 
(v) That the nutrition value of the diet, which to 
a marked extent determines the quality of the 
blood, is deficient in protective foodstuffs 
during the months, of s'unmer. 
(vi) That the living conditions are deplorable. ITo 
atte!i^ )t has been made to design a house suited to 
the climate - and the material used for all roofing 
and for the majority of houses themselves is 
^dvanised iron triiich tends to accentuate the 
effect of the heat. Added to this the houses are 
often small and vminviting. 
(vil) That hours of work are such that practically all 
classes of tho popxilation are working during the 
peak tfloperature hoiurs of the <^ ty. 
(vlil) That capacity to work in simBiier is definite]^ 
l-mer, in the case of the shearer who works at 
full capacl-^ during both summer and winter. It 
can be expected that where the incentive to work 
at full capaci-ty is absent* the output will be 
accordingly diminished* 
(ix) That despite the above facts, the incidence of 
disease is very mild. 
(x) That vital statistics discount the possibility of 
a high selective death rate In fooales who show 
death rates decidedly lower than those of males, 
being 6.07 against 10.9 per 1,000. 
(xi) That there is no signifleant Indication that the 
Infantile mortality rate is any higher than 
elsewherej the indications are rather that the rate 
is con5)arable to that of Queensland as a whole. 
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(xll) That the birthrate is decidedly lower than that 
of the coastal tropics of Queensland as a whole, 
but approximates to that of Australia as a whole. 
General Review (continued) 
merging into 
G E H E R A L T H E S I S . 
BOOK III, reveals -
I. That in intelligence the majority of tropical 
children ranges from near-normal to low mediocrity. 
II. That thez*e is nevertheless a high percentage of 
near-normal (I.Q. 90-100) normal, (I.Q. about lOO) 
or svqjcr-normal (l.Q. above 100). 
III. That the special abilities gauged by the output in 
summer indicate that in mechanical aai number 
abili-t^  only, the children as a whole approach 
normality. In all other special abilities tested 
the standard compared with that of Sydney children 
shows a deficienty ranging from 15/^  to at least 
Z5fa. 
IV. That the children tend to show better results, 
relatively, in clerical and manu-^otor ability that 
in general intelligence as measured by General 
Test "H". 
V. That the sexes do not differ to axxy slgrdfleant 
extent in either general or special ability. 
VI. That the tropical children are found to compare 
only ftdrly with what have been classed "poor 
white" children in South Africa. V/hile the 
distribution of I.QJs for South Africa is evenly 
balanced about the norm, in the Queensland tropical 
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children the balance is below it. 
VII. That they show a definite inferiority to the 
non-poor rural white of the same area who 
experience good living conditions and good diet. 
VIII. That with increase of chronologioal age, 
irrespective of social status or generation 
grouping there is a marked fall in intelligence 
quotient values. This suggests that environment 
may be exercising a detrimental effect on the 
children. 
IX. That when the same children are grouped according 
to social status and potentialities for reasonable 
living conditions and diet, irrespective of age 
or generation, there is an even more marked fall 
in intelligence. This becomes more serious when 
it is realised that in the two lowest social 
groups which contain nearly 2/3 of the entire 
number of children, the I.Q's are very low. 
The indication here Is that heredi-ty plus 
eztvironment exercises a greater effect than 
environment alone.. 
The straight line graph seems also to 
suggest that, leaving heredity out of the question 
for the moment, there is a direct relationship 
between living ooiKiitions, diet, and mental and 
cultural standard. In the lower social stratas, 
by reason of the greatness of the numbers who 
experience deplorable living conditions and diet, 
this cont'nued steady fall becomes much more 
iignificant and serious. 
X. That coinparatlve dotted line on the social grading 
graph shows the fall with social grSding for a 
^ite race (Sydney) where diet and living conditions 
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are good for all children, it may be suggested 
that the disparity between the two falls will 
determine in part the effect of heredity as against 
the effect of heredity plus environment. 
It is, of course, impossible to separate the 
two factors. Heredity,to a large extent, 
determines environment. But if, on the other hand, 
the arid tropical conditions are so "stringent", 
as to preclude (by excessive cost of building and 
living) the possibility of heredity exercising its 
full influence in the euiaptation of environment to 
the demands of climate, the influence of 
environment takes pre-eminence. 
This appears to be the case in the 
Queensland arid tropics. 
XI. That irrespective of social status or age, there 
is a definite, though smaller, fall in the value 
of the intelligence quotients accoxxling to the 
generation grouping of the same children. 
support the 
This would appear tq/contention of 
Huzitington that "Climate is fundamental by i*eason 
of its vital influence upon the quantity and 
quality, not only of man's food, but of most 
of his other resourcesj it plays a large part 
in determining the distribution and 
virulence of the parasites whioh cause the 
majority of diseases; and through its effects 
upon human occupation, modes of life and 
luibits, it is one of the main determinants 
of culture." 
It has been shovm (i) that the climate 
precludes the possibility of protective diet in 
summer, (ii) that the inhabitants have entered the 
covintry with a total disregard of tropical hygiene. 
(ill) that irrespective of generation those 
children whose parents could afford good hemes and 
good diet and do have them as a matter of course, 
maintain a high I.Q. 
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The objection may be offered that the 
professional group will almost coincide with the 
generation group »A» - non-tropical bom, and 
that the manual labourers probably coincide with 
the lower generation groups. 
To meet this objection. Table XVI, has 
been prepared indicating the social distribution of the 
generation groups, and visa versa. It will be seen that 
social group I, generation "E", still maintains a high 
I.Q., vis., 101. 
The indication is,then,that the fall in 
I.Q's over tho generations is due not to living conditions 
or climate per se, for these do not change, but to the 
accumulating psychological effect of these conditions 
on the general interest and will-to-do of the 
inhabitants. If the living conditions and diet are good, 
the effect of the gsnerations of tropical residence is 
small. In the social groups where these are poor, the 
effect is marked. 
It appears, then, that the processes 
determining the special and intelligent abilities of the 
childrwa of north-nrest tropical Queensland are heredity 
and enviroimient} and that while the two are inseparably 
united, the influence of heredity is lessened Toy the 
"stringent" environment and climate. 
As these factors appear to determine the 
special and intelligent abilities of the children, 
conversely*we may expect these measured abilities to 
indicate the chief lines of approach to the problem, before 
us in the necessary rehabilitation of the white race and 
Its children. 
The task which lies ahead is to adopt a 
broader perspective from which to view the conclusions 
at which we have arrived within certain limits of 
probabllily. 
THE IiATI0U/>L VIEITPOILT. 
Since the maintenance of continued white 
settlement in the tropics is part and parcel of 
Australian national Policy, we are justified in 
analysing the problem on a broad national l>asis. 
THE MORi\L ISSUE. 
Personal y^p^ iene, - Culture. 
The settl^nentof any country which is likely to 
have serious effects on the population, has a definite 
moral issue. And it is the duty of the nation to 
realise this fact and preserve its moral Integrity in 
its relationship to its subjects in this inland tropical 
area. 
Horali*^ in its broadest sense is concerned with 
Biotive, pxirpose and value. As these factors largely 
determine the character cf the Indlvldvial, so does the 
part they play in tlw lives of individuals who laatter, 
largely detenoine the moraliiy of a ccmmunl'^. 
There is another factor too, which determines the 
efficacy of motive purpose and value, vis., will. And 
will-to-do - a fundamental without which mojrality is 
inqjossible - is also the fundamental more than all others 
which is at the mercy, to a large extent of climate. 
'.Then the wiil-to-do weakens, moral integrity in Its 
broadest sense is In grave danger of stepping slowly and 
li^erceptably along the dowxmrard grade. This wlll-to-do 
will need to be discussed in relation to many aspects of 
life. 
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MOTIVE, 
It is ocHaQon to hear the remark in VJestem 
Queensland that no sane man would chose the arid tropics 
as his place of permanent abode. Govenmiental and 
Bank employees arriving on transfer look upon the 
west first in tho light of tourists, but they scon 
accept it as the penalty of their profession, to be 
borne with a smile ajid the hope of an early transfer. 
The only incentive to come voluntarily to the 
west is the hope of making good money quickly. Money 
is the motive and as short a stay as possible the 
purposed plan. Men notoriously adjust their 
surroundings to their motives and purposes, with a 
regard to their auxiliary workers in keeping with these. 
And herelA lle« tho crtix of the whole social 
question^be it zaoral, psychological or cultural. 
Men did not enter the western arid tropics 
actuated by glorious Ideals about duty-boimd development 
of a great couitry in keeping with national policy. They 
did not entffir It with a sense of permaneiwy of tonture* 
nor did they build their homes with that end in view. 
Only a few made fortunes and left the country. Tilth the 
true gmtbling spirit of Australians they hopedthat tho 
tide woxild change. I.Iany made good mon^, hoped for more, 
when the crash came, and they found themselves unable to 
provide -tttsmselves with improved living facilities. 
LAUD TEKDRE: The system of land leases and resumptions 
which Is inevitable at this stage in the development of 
closer settlement does not tend to heighten the stability 
of tenure. Add to this the constant fear of drought which 
makes land holdeirs 'hanny" in the matter of converting 
personality into real estate of doxxbtful incx*ement. 
Auxiliary workers are lilLMPlue in similar case. Building 
is costly - rents are high. Wages are not appreciably 
higher than elsewhere. The necessary exorbitant 
rent on good houses decr^&ses dei3aj:^ ,and owners 
or potential owners are not induced to provide better 
ones or ii^ arove standards. 
The settlement of the country has beoa,aBd is, 
pervaded with this atmosphere of instability. 
Miile -this reflects itself to a marked degree 
in the deplors^le standard of the average hoiae building, 
closer e»uaination reveals that it has had a laarked 
effeot on the building Internally. 
The h<met is the tmit of the nation. And there 
are two rooms in it iwhich. almost iinrariably reveal it 
as a fflition-buildiiag or a nationi-<testroying unit, via., 
the kitchen and the b a ^ rooca. In waxi^ urban hooea 
the disparity between -y^ ese two rooms and the rest of 
a very poor house is only too evideixt. 
!^e question of these two rooms is a moral one 
of much deeper significance than e,t first appears to 
be realised. For it «lso concerns the treatsffisnt of the 
women and ohildrem^  — the nation builder of character 
and the product of her efforts. The kitcheia partictLLarly 
has a grwat inf luezice over the character and will-to-do 
of the mother, and the bathroom to a very large extent 
detersdnes the personal l^iene of both. 
When the ia^ opioal sun on the uncoiled roof of a 
galvanised iron kitchen joins with the kitchen fire to 
produce i^palliag teBJ^ DeratTaorea, the physiological heat-
regulating mechenisiaft wrnkgrn, giving rise to general 
lethargy and disinterest, whi6h often results in negligence 
in matters of diet and l^gi«Be. 
Further, as W<A#Mtgrray, ( The Poor TJhite) points 
oxxt, 
"Jn mai^ y ways poor housing has a dotrimental effeot 
on the ordertix»88^ refinement and morality of 
family l i f e . It i s apt to make l i f e unattractive 
^ . 7U f^^ ^^^'^^ ifX-B p XV^MI 
yaco 6f»* 
and lead to members of the family spending much 
of their time elsei^ heres especially to the girls 
this becomes a source of danger". 
Poor housing places a heavy b\arden on the mother 
of the family. It makes it extremely difficult for 
her to C€urry out the customary duties and functions of a 
mother. Thus she beooiaes incapable of equipping her 
family with a normal heme and social life. And as the 
generations of mothers proceed, so does this inability 
become aggravated .... THiat may at first be regarded as a 
"Temporary Shack" to the parents gradually ceases to 
outrage pride, becomes "home" to the children and is 
accepted as the normal order of things .... 
To take an example. The B.N.A. (Bush Nurses 
Association) has a branch at Jericho. The triple-
certificated nurse leaves a good home in the South to 
come virtually in the capacity of family physician for 
an entire dlstriet. For this she receives a remuneration 
of £205* per annum, and is given a small cottage as 
surgery, home and clinic. She is denied even the common 
hcmie comforts of a bath, stove or linolexmi, and no effort 
Is made to provide them on the plea that the people 
themselves have to do withovrt thsm. 
All the amenities that go to make a"home" — 
a place of joy and comfort, a centre of family effort and 
pride, are in most cases entirely lacking. No woman 
without some pride in her home can be expected to go 
to her task with the wlll-to-do that energises herself 
and her children in all the little details that go for 
discipline and character training, refinement, interest 
in life, and culture. 
The moment that the child is old enough (in the 
vicinity of 8 years of age) to judge between what is 
definitely attractive and what is not, the home ceases 
to interest him except as a place to eat, drink and take 
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shelter. Children roaao in the streets, hou^ e iiscipline 
is lost entirely, and children become hard to marMige. 
VALUES; Herein lies the t -agedy of the loss of 
sense of values. It often happens tlirt the mother 
herself was a child in similar case. Values in life 
and character bxiilding are lost to her, or perhaps she 
never had them. The field is ripe for the ixnraslou 
cf minlatvare "jc-uallinr, hells", and second charter 
entertainments in ths form of joy shows, picture theatres, 
billard saloons, "two-un schools", "bingo", chocolate 
wheels, continuous dances, cards and dfce. And these, 
while not indulged in with large sums of monsy, yet 
become the chief end of life, and the sxanmm. boniaa of 
entertainment, interest and enjoyment. 
There is another factor whioh plsys a large part. 
The single existent industry is pastoz^. A.ustralia 
depends to a largo extent on the prosperity of tMs 
industry. The tendency is towards departmental 
specialisaticm, wiiich is good for the industry, but its 
repercussions on the social differentiation of the people 
is detrimental to a nation. It tends to produce class 
distinction. The professional, girazing, and trading class 
become the masters of the situation. These are able to 
afford good living conditions and diet, and can send their 
children to secondary schools, where they compete 
successftdly with other children. The lower classes caimot 
afford this education and the lack of interest in life 
engendered by poci" li^ i^^ iE conditions, intermittent work 
and poor wages makes thaa prone to be content without it. 
Interaarriage is in evidence, end a placid contentment with 
their deplorable dwellings, so that even if they had the 
means, (and the writer ventures to suggest that some of 
them have), they wov.ld not consider their dwellings 
unsuitable. 
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With the knowledge of only one industry and 
little or no opportunity for intercoiarse with people 
with other interests, there is a tendency towards mental 
slagnation. This is clearly shown by the low standard 
of E^ e^oial and general knowledge and ability as measured 
by the general test "H", despite the fact that the 
Krrer&gfi of the intelligence quotients shown in the 
Binet-Simon Scale would lead one to expect something 
better. 
The loss of home life which in the past has been 
abB key to the stabHily of British character is yearly 
giving is^etus to psychological reactions in the parents 
and the childrioi which is detrimental to individual 
oharaetsr, personal hygiene, and culture. The 
coiwatenation of these faetors forms Hatioiad. Tragedy 
Ho.l is iAie problem of the white race in the western 
tropics of Queensland. 
The tragedy is tesightened when it is realised 
that this area was stocked less than 70 years ago with 
tlM» best picaae«tring Idood the country had to off<^. 
B O O K V. 
S U G G E S T I O N S. 
AMD 
R E C O M M E B D A T I O n S . 
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SUGGESTIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS. 
R E H A B I L I T A T I O N . 
1* From the national point of view the drift of the 
female population is a startling disclostnre which must 
be investigated thoroughly in any scheme for 
rehabilitation. ' At the age of 16 there are 104 males to 
every 100 fsnales. But between the ages 15 - 44 the 
nmber of men rises to 122 in the establised western 
townships of the central dlstrlcta, and to nearly 170 
in other areas. ; 
If this is due to selective marriage to the floating 
male population, (which is chiefly professional or 
clexdcal in social grading), it is evident that by 
selective absorption the better class females will migrate 
from the tropics. Although there are no facts to prove 
that this will effect the general intelligenoe of the 
children over the generations, it is at least a plausible 
siiipposltion. 
If the mlgz^tlon of females is due to discontent 
with living conditions, it Is in accordUmce with this 
thesis that the better class female is the more likely to 
be dlsoont«ated, and most able to afford a home in a more 
toqpttrata climate* From whatever view point the problem 
is studied, tho migration works selectively to tiie 
detriaextt of the residual tropical population. 
!!• In the matter of cnnstructlve measures to effect 
rrtjabilitatlon, it is rather futile to attso^ the 
education of the adult population. It is a relatively easy 
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matter, on the other hand, to instruct children during 
their school years. 
Before this can be attempted measures must be 
taken to effeot ia?)rovement in living conditions and diet. 
The following suggestions and recommeaiatlons are 
offered -
1. That the rehabilitation of the white race in the 
inland tropics of Queensland be considered an urgent 
national problem, and that constructive measures be taken 
to combat the mental and cultural deterioration of the 
children (and adults) resident there. 
2. That measures be taken for the iH?>rovemont of housing, 
S. That there be refrigeration provided in railway 
transport for all essential perishable foodstuffs iiusluding 
milk, fruit and green vegetables. 
4. That the matter of better distribution of these 
foodstuffs be given urgent attention. 
5. Timt the improvement of the goat herds be fostered 
to provide milk in arMis where this is not possible, owing 
to distance from the railhead. 
6. That there be provision made for water reticulation 
in all townships and peirticularly in school grounds. 
7. That in the matter of Arbitration Court swards and 
decisions, the ajrid tropics be considered an area decmnding 
specific legislation. 
8» That the Department of Laboiu* and Industry realise 
the rapid deterioration of foodstuffs and interfere less 
with the distribution of perishable foods and ice. 
9. That in schools more accammodatlon space be made 
available per child as a preventative against the disastrous 
affects of air sewezage on the heat regtilating mechanlsim 
of the child. At least 12 squaire feet is necessary as 
against the present provision cf 8 square feet per child. 
10* That schools be desigz»d to allow for under-school 
accosnodation during summer as a preventative against air 
sewerage. 
11. That Public Servants, and particvilarly School 
Teachers, be transferred within three years of residence. 
12. That the working hours in the tropics be altered. 
The following suggestions sre offered:-
(I) A working week of forty hours. 
(II) A six dxy week with work to cease at 1 p.m. 
t' 
15, That school hours in particular be altered for 
summer. This may be done by -
(1) Extending the long vacation to include the month! 
from November to April exclusive, 
(ii) By adopting an early school hour and ceasing 
work ly 1 p.m. 
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14. That diet and lygiene be tat^ht intensively in 
schools, with due explanation of the physiological 
processes tedangered by negleet. This will not have any 
marked effeot on this generation, but in the next 
generation mothers should have a better outlook in these 
mattev^. 
15. That the school age be raised to 16 yCHcra. 
16. That during tlm exiara school ywurs thus provided, 
the curriculiBtt include -Uie f ollcflrtng sub^ectss-
GIRLSt (i) JIA extended Domestic Soience Counm, 
after the H.S.W. system. 
(ii) Motheroraft, asd Housecraft. ,^^ ..,%s^ . 
BOYSa .The useful tE«des, and cooking. '^  
ALL CHILDBEHi A cuarricuLum designed to promote 
interest in national affairs, musio, «rt, 
and literature. The course to be so arranged 
and designed as to broaden the outlook and 
^sgeader the feeling that the children are 
iatef^ r«l units in a great nation in which t h ^ 
are expeeted to play a signif iimnt part. 
MOUHT ISA. 
On the Mount I^ m Mines Lease, alone, of a l l 
western townships, has -ttiere been aay a t t s i ^ t "to provide 
living conditions suited to l^e oliiaate. 
The followijsg photographs give an i l lus t ra t ive 
ccwbrsdst of t ^ two townships; aixi <£ what can be dozxe to 
improve condiJlons in th i s area. The taro townships 
9xm leas tiaaL» mile apar t . 
Plate 24. 
Mount Isa Town froa the Mines shaft, lease s ide . 
Pla tea 25 & 26. 
CoBiposite photo. Mount Isa I l inss^gsn^ip 
Plates 27 & 28. 
S-l3-eet soenes,town and lease sides. 
The results of research in these two sister townships are 
intoresting, but this significance to the thesis is not conclusive. 
Medically, the mines lease shildren were approximately 
40^ superior. 
Mext^LLly, on the basis of General Test »H» the 
corresponding superiority was nearly 40?S also. 
There are so mary factors, apart from living conditions, 
that these results msy have little value. The lease inhabitants 
are a picked population, while the town inhabitants belong more to 
the aimless, wandeorlx^ typ^* 
One thing will be noticed however. The Mines Company 
protected the trees on its lease. The town dwellers destroyed 
them. The two towns are about the same age - having been 
established frost ten to fifteen J^ saurs. 
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